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Executive Summary  
Skiing is a sport enjoyed by millions of people every year, yet ski boots are very uncomfortable and cost-
prohibitive, resulting in a low conversion rate of first-time skiers to lifetime skiers.  Additionally, Alpine 
Touring (AT) is seeing a surge in popularity as ski resorts become more expensive, but few companies are 
developing affordable products in this realm.  Mad Jack Snow Sports has developed a product that they 
believe addresses some of the main issues associated with skiing, but they want to develop their product 
line further.  The problem statement and scope state that the purpose of this project is to develop an Alpine 
Touring model of the Mad Jack product, redesign the foot and shin pads on the existing Mad Jack model, 
test the current model to assign a stiffness rating, and improve upon the current forward stiffness. After 
establishing the scope, brainstormed ideas went through a selection process to choose design changes that 
would best fulfill the objectives listed in our scope of work. A prototype model was created utilizing existing 
components from Mad Jack and manufactured components from the team. Additive manufacturing was 
utilized to prototype geometry to check for ISO compliance. The prototype was tested alongside the existing 
model to determine increased stiffness. An increase of roughly 0.9 $%&'()*+,  was seen but a design flaw was 
displayed in a strap deforming. A slight design modification was made, and initial qualitative test showed 
promising results. The team was unable to test this new model due to the timing of the project. Overall, the 
project was successful in its goals and recommendations for further design and testing were also passed on.  
1. Introduction 
The project sponsor, Mad Jack Snow Sports, is a local startup that makes ski bindings capable of 
incorporating any snowboard boot so that their customers can ski in snowboard boots.  Ski boots are known 
for being stiff, uncomfortable, and expensive, and Mad Jack hopes that their product can provide a creative 
solution for these areas of discomfort and inaccessibility within the ski industry.  Currently their business 
model targets beginning-to-intermediate skiers, folks who want to both ski and snowboard, ski patrol, and 
young families; however, their long-term strategic plan is to break into the Alpine Touring (AT) market to 
differentiate themselves from their competitors.  
Alpine Touring is synonymous with backcountry skiing – an endeavor where participants ski in areas 
outside of resort boundaries that are not serviced by chairlifts and reach these areas by trekking through the 
snow in their gear.  One of the primary differences between Alpine Touring ski boots and traditional Alpine 
ski boots is the forward-and-back range of motion in the ankle region that AT boots offer. This intentional 
design difference allows the skier to use the boots in “walk mode” to trek more ergonomically in the system, 
whereas traditional Alpine boots keep the skier locked into the forward position.  Once the skier reaches 
their destination, they can then engage the AT boot’s forward-locking mechanism that switches the boot to 
“ski mode”.  Being locked into the stiff forward position increases the downhill performance of the system 
by promoting a quicker response time for technical lines and is an important consideration for Alpine 
Touring boots.  Additionally, Alpine Touring boots have a pinned interface for the toe binding, and usually 
incorporate a lugged sole for increased traction.   
As ski resorts become more expensive, Alpine Touring is becoming increasingly popular; however, there 
are only a few companies currently developing products in this area, and most of these products are not 
affordable for the average skier.  Traditional ski boots are also notoriously uncomfortable when worn for 
long periods at a time, and as backcountry skiing typically lasts for many hours - if not days - at a time, 
comfort for the skier is a key area of concern for additional product development.  Additionally, one area 
of interest for product-line expansion comes from the US military and its collection of snow troops who 
seek to utilize Alpine Touring functionality.  Due to US litigation, the military is only able to source 
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products that are developed domestically (Berry compliant), and currently there are very few Alpine 
Touring manufacturers that are developing their products in the US.  Mad Jack hopes that a developed 
consumer AT model can act as a proof of concept for a military adaptation of their product down the road.  
For all these reasons, Mad Jack has enlisted the help of this team to develop a comparable Alpine Touring 
model to expand their product line while simultaneously refining their existing design and developing ski-
industry metrics. 
This team, MadGAB Powder Squadron, is a collective of four senior Mechanical Engineering students – 
Maddie McCool, Gillian Stargensky, Austin Gasbarra, and Brannon Smudz – with a passion for product 
design and the outdoors.  We are excited to partner with Mad Jack to complete this project, expand their 
product line, and make skiing more accessible for everyone.  
This Final Design Review documents the entire design and verification process for the new AT model and 
upgrade high back locking system. It includes our completed design, its manufacturing plan and execution, 
testing data and analysis, and future recommendations and considerations. It also presents the background 
research relating to this project, the objectives and goals that we hope to achieve during its duration, and 
the preliminary concept design and related testing from previous documents. A detailed schedule of our 
anticipated completion timeline can be found in Appendix A. 
2. Background  
2.1 Background Intro 
As previously stated, the Alpine Touring market is a small, but growing portion of the overall snow sports 
market; however, using snowboard boots to ski is a relatively new idea. These two factors allowed us to 
conduct very focused technical research and product comparison. Mad Jack Snow Sports gave us a large 
jump start on product research and industry standards by providing us with applicable industry codes and 
major competitors. They also provided us with information regarding the design choices for their current 
model, and areas of potential innovation.  From this information, we could search for related patents and 
technical literature to broaden our understanding of the problem. 
2.2 Industry Codes 
The toe and heel piece of all ski boots, or any apparatus meant to fit into a ski binding, adhere to an ISO 
standard, which change depending on the type of skiing done and bindings used. Standards are important 
in the skiing industry because if a ski boot follows a standard and passes a simple test torque test then the 
ski boot/binding can enter the market. While the current Mad Jack model is designed around the ISO 5355 
standard which relates exclusively to downhill alpine skis, the standards that will govern the design of the 
Mad Jack AT model are the ISO 9523 and ISO 13992 - respectively constraining the geometry and release 
forces of the system. The sponsor has provided the standards to follow for designing. 
ISO 9523 outlines the specific dimensions, geometry, and tolerances of the toe and heel pieces of any 
interface with an Alpine Touring binding. It also has tests to verify the dimensions and material integrity 
of the binding. Things like rigidity and coefficient of friction have tests as well. ISO 13992 provides a series 
of tests used to qualify the strength of the interface with an AT binding. It describes the setups and tools 
used to perform the test, most of which resemble a simple torque tests that occur in difference directions. 
These tests are to ensure that the boot will release at a torque low enough that will not injure the user. 
2.3 Top Competitors 
The four major competitors that manufacture a similar product are Apex, Dahu, Envy, Scarpa, and Serket. 
Each company has various advantages and disadvantages to their product as evident by Table 1 with only 
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one company currently selling an alpine touring model. Compared to the competitors the Mad Jacks are by 
far the most affordable, and versatile due to its compatibility to any snowboard boot.  
Table 1. Key components of top competitors. 
Competitors Affordability Boot 
Agnostic 
Rear 
Entry 
Design Adjustability Youth 
Sizes 
AT 
Model 
Apex        
Dahu   X X    
Envy X X   X   
Scarpa       X 
Mad Jack X X X X X X  
 
 
Figure 1. Apex two-part ski boot system. 
Apex ski boot system does not allow for the use of any snowboard boot, it is only compatible with the boots 
sold from the manufacturer. The boot system is sold for no less than $700 and is not equipped with a 
retractable back for convenient use. [1] 
 
 
Figure 2. Dahu ski boot shell. 
Dahu is a Swiss company targeting consumers primarily in Europe and North America coming to the market 
in fall of 2019. The design contains a convenient rear entry with the back equipped with a Velcro power 
strap, interchangeable heel and toe plates and a Grilamid polyamide composite shell. [2] 
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Figure 3. Envy ski boot frame. 
The Envy ski boot frame pictured in Figure 3. Envy ski boot frame are the cheapest available among the 
other competitors averaging a price of $225, however they lack a convenient rear entry and are only 
compatible with select snow board boots. The company also doesn’t provide an option to purchase youth 
sizes and lacks the aesthetics that other competitors provide. [3] 
 
Figure 4. Scarpa alpine touring ski boot.  
Figure 4 presents the Scarpa alpine touring ski boot. Scarpa varies from the other three competitors in the 
sense that they don’t sell a retractable frame to use a snowboard boot, however Scarpa has an alpine touring 
model titled the Maestrale that is the biggest competitor for the potential military use but can’t sell it because 
it doesn’t have a United States Manufacturer. The boots average price is $700 and provided stiffness when 
skiing but a release strap for comfort when walking. [4] 
 
 
Figure 5. Serket patrol ski binding. 
Figure 5 present the Serket patrol ski binding. The Serket Patrol Ski Binding is an interesting entry into a 
field of already unique systems. The Patrol is a frame binding system that is designed to utilize cold-weather 
military combat boots as workable ski boots. The binding is modular, highly structural, durable, and Berry 
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Compliant for immediate integration into US military operations. The Patrol comes in a large range of sizes 
from 6 Narrow to 15 Wide but is only compatible with Serket brand skis/systems and has a price point of 
$854. [5] 
2.4 Patents 
We conducted patent searches for applicable and relatable patents. These patents come from competitors 
such as Envy Snow Sports, Flow Sports Inc, and Apex Sports Group. Table 2 presented the companies and 
their respective patents along with a brief description of what the patent is relating to. The Mad Jack patent 
was also included to keep in mind current patented design to stay within intellectual property. Patent 
US5815953 is particularly interesting as it contains information on a locking mechanism that will be useful 
to evaluate the current high back lock on the Mad Jack. The remaining patents will be useful for design 
ideas and staying outside of other companies’ intellectual property.  
Table 2. Related patents to the alpine touring design. 
Patent Name Patent Number Company  
Downhill snow sport boot frame  US10039971B2 Envy Snow Sports 
Downhill snow sport boot assembly   US5815953A William H Kaufman Inc 
Snowboard binding   US8544870B2 Flow Sports Inc. 
Exoskeletal boot   US10130138B2 Apex Sports Group 
Apparatus for adapting a snowboard boot for use 
with an alpine ski  
US10086257B2 Mad Jack Snow Sports 
 
An image of the downhill snow sport boot frame is presented in  
Figure 6. This patent follows a similar function to the Mad Jack and helpful to see how a competitor is 
assembled. The Envy Snow Sports patent also serves to give ideas of how to adapt for a range of boots as 
it is the only other boot agnostic competitor. 
 
Figure 6. Downhill snow sport boot frame patent image. 
Figure 7 presents an image of the downhill snow boot assembly patent image. The main interest in this 
patent is the locking mechanism for the high back. A latch like locking system may be a useful alternative 
in order to prevent the high back from moving forward and backward during use.  
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Figure 7. Downhill snow sport boot assembly patent image. 
Figure 8 presents an image of the snowboard binding patent. This patent originally filed for Flow Sports 
Inc. is a source of inspiration for the current high back locking mechanism on the Mad Jack. The patent is 
useful to see how the original inventors intended for the locking mechanism to work. It is also to note the 
patent was listed as abandoned, potentially allowing for a purchase to circumvent any infringement. 
 
 
Figure 8. Snowboard binding patent image. 
Figure 9 presents the exoskeletal boot from Apex Sports Group. An important feature is the use of their 
custom boot to fit their exoskeleton. The patent will be useful in understanding what tradeoffs are 
encountered using boot agnostic approach versus a custom approach.  
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Figure 9. Exoskeletal boot patent image. 
Lastly Figure 10 shows the apparatus for adapting a snowboard boot for use with an alpine ski patent image. 
This image is the patent for the original Mad Jack. This will be useful for staying within the patent 
technology for the AT design to keep the design protected. It also serves as a tool to further understand 
components and why they are important to the design.  
 
 
Figure 10. Apparatus for adapting a snowboard boot for use with an alpine ski patent image. 
2.5 Technical Research 
To obtain the most accurate and safe flex index or stiffness rating, we obtained multiple journal articles to 
best test and calculate the proper rating. Currently, for alpine ski boots, there is also a certain lack of 
standard test methods regarding the stiffness engineering properties of the boot: existing standards focus 
on the standardization of the boot sole or on adjustment and inspection of the ski/binding/boot system. [6] 
Since boots have progressed from traditional leather with strings to modern plastic with buckles, ankle 
injuries have decreased, but knee injuries have increased. This progression requires a more in-depth analysis 
of the external loads acting at the binding and the internal loads resolved at the ankle and knee joints to 
accurately represent the flex index and assure safety.  
The conventional test procedure currently used consists of a prosthetic leg locked into a ski boot undergoing 
cyclic tests of flexion angles of ten degrees forward and ten degrees backwards from the neutral position of 
the boot, while recording the bending moment and the flexion angle and utilizing those data point to obtain 
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a flex index. The article emphasizes it is crucial to accurately represent the extreme values for temperature, 
humidity, and test frequency when collecting the data. 
2.6 Customer Interviews and Testing 
In addition to the critical needs stated by our sponsor, a team member and a third party tested the existing 
Mad Jack model at China Peak to obtain user feedback and determine other performance and design 
concerns. The major critiques from the trial and interview are summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3. On-mountain testing critiques. 
Item Critique 
1 Difficult to walk when boot is engaged Mad Jack system, foot pads very slippery when in contact with the ground 
2 Advanced skiing felt more difficult due to lower stiffness than regular ski boot 
3 Shin pad inside buckles can hit each other and come loose 
4 The loose ends of the straps get in the way and make the product feel incomplete 
5 When not in use, the Mad Jack do not have a way to easily transport them 
6 The overall aesthetics of the Mad Jack system is not sleek, could be visually improved 
 
Following this on-snow testing, the team sought to understand more about the perceived lack of forward 
stiffness contributed by the Mad Jack system.  Although the perception of the team was that the Mad Jack 
system itself was not contributing enough resistance to forward flex, there was also conversation that a 
stiffer high-quality snowboard boot could resolve this issue.  To test this hypothesis, a team member and a 
third party visited local outdoor shop The Mountain Air to observe the difference in flex of the system as a 
function of various high-quality snowboard boots.  The results of this testing are summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 4. The Mountain Air qualitative boot/system stiffness testing 
Boot # Boot Model Tester Observations 
1 
Thirty-Two, 
STW, BOA, 
Size 13 
Brannon No heel lift, lot of defection in the top, not a ton of motion in the bottom/heel 
2 
Burton, Ruler 
Speed Zone, 
No Boa, Size 
13 
Brannon Lots of compression right around ankle, still very loose for forward lean... 
3 
Thirty-Two, 
STW, BOA, 
Size 11 
Brannon 
Best stiffness yet, still not as stiff as a ski boot, good amount of 
forward lean especially right over ankle, lots of deflection on 
shin pad but not much in bottom section, compression on the 
back of the foot pad 
4 
Burton, Moto, 
BOA, Size 
10.5 
Brannon 
Best fit yet in terms of size, nice stiffness as a boot, but not 
significantly better in system, still a time delay in flex response, 
in addition to the heavy lean, lean forward pushes down on the 
top of the foot, responsive but only when pushed, the leg still 
has a lot of DOF’s, response isn’t immediate 
5 
Thirty-Two, 
Binary, BOA, 
Size 8.5 
Jasmine 
Ski boot was much stiffer than Mad Jack system, seems to come 
from where leg meets foot, that 90-degree angle on ski boot is 
much stronger than snowboard boot with Mad Jack system, feels 
very different, can visually see deflection difference 
6 Burton, Swath, BOA, Size 8.5 Jasmine 
Moved middle strap to tighten system more, closest yet to ski 
boot stiffness but there’s still give, feels like soft flex ski boot, 
easier to lean back in Mad Jack system, ski boot feels like it’s 
part of my foot, Mad Jacks feel like there’s something on my 
foot, Mad Jacks feel less responsive, snowboard boot/Mad Jack 
system feels wider than ski boots 
7 
Thirty-Two, 
STW, BOA, 
Size 9.5 
Jasmine About an equal experience to #1, for all boots pressure goes on top of foot rather than midcalf like ski boot 
 
Although this testing was purely qualitative, the flex response from all the boots tested in the Mad Jack 
system clearly demonstrated that while a stiffer boot helps to increase the stiffness of the system, it does 
not solve the issue.  In the interest of increasing performance, it will be advantageous to design a forward-
locking mechanism to support the Mad Jack AT model “ski mode”, among other necessary modifications. 
3. Objectives 
3.1 Problem Statement 
The problem statement for our project is as follows: Traditional downhill ski boots are both uncomfortable 
and cost-prohibitive; simultaneously, traditional ski resorts are dramatically increasing the cost of lift tickets 
every year.  Mad Jack Snow Sports has previously developed a product to address the comfort of the all-
mountain skiing experience with an affordable price-point but wants to expand their product line into the 
Alpine Touring (AT) market to stay competitive and differentiate themselves. Furthermore, user input on 
the current downhill model indicates that there is room for improvement on parts of the Mad Jack other 
than the binding that the company wants to address. The solution must be a product that conforms to the 
AT ISO standards while improving upon the existing Mad Jack model and maintaining familiar operation, 
metrics, ratings, performance, and pricing. 
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3.2 Boundary Diagram 
 
 
Figure 11. Boundary diagram of areas to be updated for the alpine touring model. 
Based on conversation with the sponsor, this project is primarily concerned with the bottom foot plate and 
binding straps of the Mad Jack system as customer feedback and manufacturing difficulties have 
concentrated in these areas. The partial boundary diagram of our project is shown above in Figure 11, 
highlighted by the red dashed lines. We must also be concerned with how the system interacts with its user, 
the ski binding, and the snowy environment.  The ISO standards give us strict constraints for the geometry 
of our front and back base plate design while snowboard boots allow for a range of size considerations in 
the middle. The product’s interaction with a snowy environment dictates the traction and weather-resistant 
capacity for the product, and user operation necessitates intuitive use, safe functionality, transportability, 
durability, and adequate performance. 
3.3 Summary of Wants and Needs  
After recognizing the boundaries of our system, conducting robust background research, and executing 
first-party testing, we determined our most pertinent needs and wants for the product.  These include 
standard interface-compatible, within intellectual property, safe, intuitive to use, adjustable, easy to 
manufacture, possessing a recognizable stiffness rating, low cost, comparable skiing performance to the 
downhill model, ergonomic (comfortable), durable, light weight, modular, and portable. As the sponsor is 
a small business that does their own assembly, the product must also be easy to assemble. 
3.4 Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
Given defined competitors and wants and need, the Quality Function Deployment process was utilized to 
develop the engineering specifications required for our Mad Jack AT model.  The engineering specifications 
are tests or criteria that will be used to validate the fulfillment of our wants and needs and are discussed in 
more detail below. The QFD lets users assign correlation strengths between the desired product qualities 
and engineering specification and then calculates which tests are of high important to pass in order to meet 
the wants and needs of the product. The QFD also analyzes competitor’s performance in these categories.  
This evaluation helps prioritize different design and test elements. See Appendix A for this project’s QFD. 
3.5 Engineering Specifications Table and Assessment Methods 
Table 5 contains the overall engineering specifications.  Many of these specifications have qualitative 
requirements for our purposes and cannot be assessed on a purely quantitative basis.  As we continue to 
refine our design, we anticipate developing more quantitative requirements that must be met for our 
qualitative standards. The overall design relies heavily on the applicable standards that must be met, in 
addition to user input and qualitative testing. The user feedback will then drive further design iteration. 
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Table 5. Engineering specifications 
Spec. 
# 
Specification 
Description Requirement Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 ISO 9523 Comply with Standard Max M I 
2 ISO 13992 Comply with Standard Max M I 
3 Low Part Count 
Only add parts out of extreme 
necessity +5 parts max L I 
4 Compatibility 
AT design changes unrelated to 
binding compatible with Alpine 
design 
 
Exact 
 
M I 
5 Standardized Hardware 
Parts are standard dimensions and 
sizes Exact L I 
6 1st Party Trials Product must meet satisfactory needs/wants Subjective H T, A 
7 3rd Party Trials Product must meet satisfactory needs/wants Subjective H T, A 
8 
Original 
Product 
Comparisons 
New product must exceed existing 
product capabilities Subjective M T, A, S 
9 Price Comparable to existing Mad Jack price-point ±$50 H I, S 
10 Weight Comparable to existing Mad Jack weight, standard ski boot Max = +2 lb H T, A, I, S 
11 Flexural Analysis 
Product must be within a reasonable 
range of standard ski boot 
flexibility 
65 – 130 
Stiffness 
Rating 
M T, A, I, S 
12 Stress Analysis Product be within a factor of safety for material properties FS = 2-3 H T, A, S 
 
• ISO 9523 – Design must comply with indicated ISO standard. 
• ISO 13992 – Design must comply with indicated ISO standard. 
• Low part count – Verify that our part count stays low with the redesign 
• Modularity – Test to ensure that exchangeable parts can be replaced easily 
• Standardized Hardware – Ensure that number of bolt types used to assemble product is kept to a 
minimum 
• 1st party trials – Determine whether the performance is satisfactory for party given needs/wants. 
• 3rd party trials – Determine whether the performance is satisfactory for party given needs/wants. 
• Original Product Comparisons – Compare our new product to the existing Mad Jack model to 
verify that the new model exceeds or meets the capabilities of the old model. 
• Price – New AT model must maintain a price-point similar to the existing model 
• Weight – New AT model must not be significantly heavier than existing model 
• Stress Analysis -- Verify that the new model can safely operate under typical skiing stresses 
• Flexural Analysis – Verify that new model provides ample support for skiing 
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3.6 Project Statement 
Based on the background research, problem statement, boundary diagram, anticipated wants/needs, and 
engineering specifications table developed throughout this document, we have determined that this project 
has three main objectives: develop the Mad Jack Alpine Touring model, redesign the foot and shin pads, 
and test the current Mad Jack model to assign a stiffness rating. These three components address the most 
wants and needs while staying within a reasonable scope. 
4. Concept Design 
4.1 Concept Models 
The top concept models consisted of different prototypes regarding the foot and shin pads and front locking 
mechanism. Multiple sketches and models were created for each component individually before we chose 
our top four designs and compared them based on the essential design considerations as evident by Table 6 
Table 6. Pugh matrix for the front lock out mechanism 
 
Table 6 evaluates a forward stiffness bar, back clip ins, the continuous second cable lock and a cross bar 
pattern. The designs were rated on manufacturability, ease of assembly and implement, and adjustability, 
operation, and load distribution. The continuous second cable lock achieved the highest overall score out 
of the other designs.  
Figure 12 Presents the initial concept of the foot pad utilizing foam, pipe cleaners, and existing product 
components to demonstrate a foot pad that more securely locks down the foot.  
 
Figure 12. Rigid foot pad concept model. 
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Our first concept incorporated a floating foot pad attached to the straps to reduce part count and enhance 
manufacturability. The foot pad utilizes the high lip connected to a cable fastener to ensure the back of the 
ankle is secure in place and would ultimately replace the front locking mechanism. This concept model was 
not selected for our design due to the high load of compression on the top of the foot. This would not 
increase user usability and would potentially create the same amount of discomfort as ski boots.  
 
Figure 13. Fixed forward bar stiffener. 
Figure 13 To increase ease of assembly, reduce part count, and implement a front locking mechanism, a 
potential design consisted of a stiff bar and or cable attached on the side of the toe plate and connected at 
the top of the swinging back. This bar would allow for a reduced foot pad and lock the boot in place going 
forward. The design lacked user adjustability for the front locking mechanism and would be difficult to 
implement. 
 
Figure 14. Rear stiffness lockout bar 
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Figure 14 presents the rear stiffness lockout bar. An alternative solution to prevent the forward flex consists 
of a stiff bar attached from the back of the heel plate to the cable connection on the outside of the high back. 
The bar was quickly eliminated due to the inability to also allow for rear entry, an important feature that 
distinguishes Mad Jack from its competitors.  The bar also complicated manufacturing and assembly as 
well as gave unfeasible stress concentration in a high load area.   
 
Figure 15. Cable font lock concept model. 
Figure 15 presents the concept model for our chosen design. An additional cable is attached to the existing 
tightening mechanism on the high back to lock both forward and backward. This design lies within the 
intellectual property and doesn’t differ too much from the current design. 
 
Figure 16. Pin-pivot front locking mechanism  
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Figure 16 presents the pin-pivot locking mechanism. This concept consists of implementing a slot in the 
high back that rotates around a pin. The pin follows the path of the slot as the high back swings down but 
prevents any forward flex. This design was not chosen due to the level of difficulty to manufacture and the 
high stress concentrations that arose in the high back. Table 7 presents the decision matrix used to choose 
our final design based off the top five concepts for the front locking mechanism. 
Table 7. Decision matrix for final concept design. 
 Cable Front Lock Slot Lock Rigid Foot Pad Back Support Front Bars 
Criteria Weight Rating Weighted Rating Weighted Rating Weighted Rating Weighted Rating Weighted 
Within IP 3 5 15 2 6 5 15 5 15 5 15 
Similar Design 5 5 25 2 10 3 15 3 15 3 15 
Manufacturable 5 4 20 1 5 4 20 2 10 3 15 
Easy assembly 4 5 20 4 16 5 20 4 16 3 12 
Durability 3 5 15 4 12 5 15 3 9 1 3 
Within ISO 
standards 5 5 25 5 25 5 25 2 10 4 20 
Intuitive to Use 2 5 10 5 10 5 10 4 8 4 8 
Low Cost 3 5 15 2 6 3 9 4 12 3 9 
 Total 145 Total 90 Total 129 Total 95 Total 97 
 
The top concepts were weighted based on the required ISO standards, intellectual property, relation to 
current design, manufacturability, ease of assembly, durability, intuitive use, and cost. Based on the results 
from the decision matrix, the addition of a second cable on the high back to prevent forward flex was chosen 
for the final concept design.  
4.2 Chosen Design 
The preliminary concept design incorporated elements from the various ideation sessions that were 
conducted. Based on the boundary diagram in Figure 11 and the goals the team set, several components 
were designed for the AT model. These components ranged from a forward stiffness mechanism, new shin 
and foot pads, and new heel and toe plate designs. Figure 17 presents the preliminary SOLIDWORKS CAD 
of the Alpine Touring concept model.  
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Figure 17: Isometric model of Mad Jack AT Model concept CAD 
The preliminary concept CAD took a lot of styling from the current Mad Jack model to preserve brand and 
product recognition. Components such as miscellaneous hardware, cables, clips, and straps are either not 
presented or incorporated into the model as it was deemed unnecessary to include for overall design 
understanding.  
4.2.1 Forward Lock Out Mechanism 
One of the key findings from testing was the need for a forward lockout mechanism. The continuous cable 
design was selected and modeled with SOLIDWORKS. The model is shown below in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18: Forward lockout mechanism on existing Mad Jack high back 
The mechanism is seen roughly oriented in its correct location on the high back. The black lines spanning 
from its sides are placeholders for the front and back cables. The forward lockout mechanism concept 
updated the current backwards lock out mechanism. An additional hole was added to the component 
beneath the current hole, increase the overall length. This allowed for a secondary cable loop that could be 
routed through the heel plate. The operation was designed to work in the same way as the current model. 
The user would use a buckles and strap system to tighten both the forward and backwards lockout cables 
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in the same way that they currently tighten only the backward lockout cable. Additionally, this concept 
design allowed for the component to remain manufactured in-house. 
To finalize the design of this component, the team needed to ensure that the length increase still allowed 
for the high back to be locked both forwards and backwards, in addition to verifying the material choice. 
Due to the nature of harsh military applications, plastics that reach the required temperature range need to 
be sourced and simulated in FEA. Currently, Delrin 500P NC010 is still the chosen material choice. Further 
discussion of this is presented in 4.3.1 Front Lock Out Mechanism. 
4.2.2 Heel and Toe Plate  
The heel and toe plate concept designs utilized the existing Mad Jack plate models and updated them to 
conform to the ISO 9523 standards. The ISO standard presented a majority of the dimensions required for 
the toe and heel section of the models. The heel and toe plate concept models are presented in Figure 19 
and Figure 20 respectively, although the toe and heel inserts for AT bindings are not shown. 
 
Figure 19. Alpine touring heel plate concept 
 
Figure 20. Alpine touring toe plate concept 
  This initial concept took styling from the current Mad Jack plate design with the airframe inspired webbing. 
The two components would slide together as they currently do, using bolts to tighten down to the desired 
length. Although this design seemed to be the most promising, the bolt slots are not shown in this concept 
model as their location was not confirmed and the team was also exploring the potential to create slots 
within the body in the pull direction instead – potentially allowing for a cheaper component. Final geometry 
was not set except for locations determined by the ISO 9523 standard. It was decided that as the project 
progresses, geometry will continue to be modified to create a more proportional and uniform shape in 
conjunction with new developments. Additionally, clearance for hardware and sizing teeth remained to be 
factored in on both models. One critical issue that arose with the geometry was that the ISO 9523 standard 
did not include the dimensions for the toe pin insert location on the toe. This is a critical dimension for 
interface with tech binding systems and will need to be sorted out. 
4.2.3 Foot and Shin Pads 
The final components of the preliminary concept model were the foot and shin pads. This pad concept 
design was extremely similar to the existing Mad Jack system, but utilized pads shapes specifically designed 
to incorporate over-molding in addition to creating more uniform and integrated components. The CAD 
concept models for the foot and shin pads are presented below in Figure 21 and Figure 22. 
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Figure 21. Foot pad concept model 
 
Figure 22. Shin pad concept model 
  This design was envisioned to function nearly identically to the current Mad Jack, with the buckles mounted 
asymmetrically on one side of the pad.  Additionally, through holes were not placed on the model as it had 
not been decided if those through holes would be present in the toe plate or if they would be mounted in a 
different fashion.  
4.3 Preliminary Analysis 
Minor preliminary analysis was done for the conceptual design and individual components, assuming that 
more analysis would be done after the geometries of the components was finalized. The analysis that was 
conducted for the concept design focused primarily on the front lock out mechanism. 
4.3.1 Front Lock Out Mechanism  
Hand calculations and finite element analysis were performed on the front lock out mechanism. For the 
hand calculations, the mechanism took a conservative approach by assuming the structure was a fixed end 
beam with forces applied along its length. Each hole had 100 lbf placed upon it because 100lbf is the load 
rating for the cable that is currently in use on the Mad Jack. Material properties of Delrin 500P NC010 were 
used and obtained from MatWeb. [7] The methodology in modeling the mechanism as a beam with its 
smallest geometry will only yield better results with the increase in geometry. The hand calculations 
resulted in a deflection of 0.0638 inches or 63.8 thousandths. The hand calculations can be viewed in 
Appendix C. 
After the completion of the hand calculations, the system was modeling in ANSYS. Material data on Delrin 
500P NC010 was inserted into the engineering data and the CAD model was loaded into the geometry. 
Figure 23 presents the ANSYS system layout.  
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Figure 23. Project schematic of the front lock mechanism 
The meshing of the component is shown in Figure 24. Additionally, a mesh sizing was enabled that resulted 
in a node sizing of 5 thou on the side faces and around all through holes. The remaining nodes were meshed 
with a default automated meshing.  
 
Figure 24. Mesh of the front lock mechanism 
The goal of the analysis was to understand the displacement on the system from the loads expected. The 
100 lbf load was applied to through holes while the upper through hole was held as a fixed support. The 
results of the simulation can be viewed in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Results of the deflection simulation 
The simulation resulted in a deflection 67.5 thou. This deflection is acceptable and is on the same order of 
magnitude as the approach from the hand calculations. The increase from the hand calculations can be 
attributed to the presence of holes in the geometry, increase in cross-sectional area, and increase in moment 
of inertia. A true scale deformation is also picture in Figure 25. A basic outline of the original shape is 
presented for comparison on the figure. The next concern would be thermal stresses on the material due to 
extreme temperatures. Alternative materials will continue to be explored to resist the extreme cold.  
4.4 Current Risks 
There are inherently risks associated with the product both from a user standpoint to a design and 
manufacturing standpoint. While there are no large motors or electrical systems present, large masses and 
forces will be expected due to the nature of skiing. Appendix D contains the full design hazard checklist. 
Additionally, issues may arise during the manufacturing stage with injection molding. The ISO 9523 
standard calls out perpendicularity tolerances that are less than 3°. Other ways to prevent a vacuum being 
pulled during mold release will need to be explored. [8] More information on over-molding will be needed 
to understand the full constraints of the process. 
5. Final Design 
5.1 The Mad Jack Alpine Touring Model  
The final design chosen is an advancement of the preliminary concept design.  A few major design changes 
were implemented between the preliminary and final design phases of the project, and component 
geometries were dialed in to reflect anticipated sizing. The heel and toe plate components were finalized to 
work together to offer customizability for the consumers. The swinging high back incorporated some minor 
changes to address manufacturing issues from the previous design and an additional hole was added for a 
new ankle strap mounting point. Notably, the team chose to split the foot pad into separate toe and ankle 
pad/strap systems, while the original shin strap is still retained in the final design. Color was added to the 
straps to align with current brand coloring and increase product awareness. The high back mounting tab 
remains unchanged from the preliminary design. Figure 26 and Figure 27 present two different views of 
the final design of the Alpine Touring Mad Jack. The model shows simplified pad/strap/buckle systems and 
does not show cabling due to the complexity of the modeling, although these components will be included 
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in the final product. Currently, weld nuts and threaded fasteners are shown but the choice to go with rivets 
for a more uniform design was decided upon last minute and will be updated in a future revision.  
 
Figure 26. Rear view of final design. 
 
Figure 27. Front view of final design. 
 
5.1.1 Heel and Toe Plate 
The final design for the heel plate and toe plate are shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. Both plates comply 
with all the geometry specified in the ISO 9523 standard and will be manufactured from the current material, 
Delrin 500P NC010.  
 
Figure 28. Toe Plate front isometric view 
 
Figure 29. Toe plate rear isometric view 
Due to the immense amount of load concentrated at the toe, complex steel alloy inserts sourced from Dynafit 
will be molded into the toe plate to guarantee compatibility with ski touring tech bindings and ensure safety 
for the end user. Three Dynafit inserts are presented in Figure 30. [9] The geometric location for the pin 
mechanism located on the side of the toe is not addressed in any of the ISO standards and is dimensioned 
based off of the sourced inserts and competitor benchmarking. 
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Figure 30. Dynafit tech binding inserts 
Figure 31 and Figure 32 show views of the heel plate. Similar to the toe plate, a Dynafit steel pin insert will 
be mounted onto the back of the heel plate that interfaces with the bindings as shown in Figure 32.  Both 
the heel and toe plates will be equipped with GripWalk soles screwed in to the bottom, made from a 
copolymer rubber that satisfies both the necessary coefficient of friction and the rockered sole pattern 
required in the ISO 9523 standard [10]. The size of the teeth that enables the adjustability of the two plates 
was tripled to improve grip and compatibility. Like the toe plate, the geometric location of the Dynafit heel 
insert is not specified and our geometry is based off other ski boots. Additionally, the ability to use a regular 
alpine ski binding retained with this current design geometry. Finally, it is worth noting that the redesigned 
heel plate uses only a singular high back mounting tab, and the adjusted ribbing allows for more space to 
implement fasteners through the plate and into the high back. 
 
Figure 31. Heel plate front isometric view 
 
Figure 32. Heel plate rear isometric view 
 
5.1.2 Swinging High Back 
Although there were minimal changes done to the swinging high back, the most notable change was the 
addition of a through hole above the lower mounting hole. This hole is used to mount the ankle strap for a 
more ergonomic fit and improved performance. Figure 33 presents the CAD model of the swinging high 
back. 
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Figure 33. Swinging high back 
An additional change was made to the cut out for the binding buckle by adding a small recess to allow 
easier installation.  
5.1.3 Lock Out System 
The lock out system remains unchanged from the preliminary concept design. The lock out tab will be 
mounted onto a strap that will then be tightened with a buckle. A continuous cable will be placed through 
both bottom loop holes as shown in Figure 34 and will provide both forward and backward lock out 
simultaneously when tightened. 
 
Figure 34. Lock out tab placed on high back with cable mockups. 
5.1.4 Toe, Ankle, and Shin Pads 
The current Mad Jack uses a single shin pad and an integrated foot-ankle pad. The new Alpine Touring 
model plans to separate the integrated foot-ankle pad into separate toe and ankle pads while maintaining 
the autonomy of the shin pad. The toe pad helps to better locate the boot in the system while strapping in, 
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while the ankle pad provides more constraint against the high back and an improved ergonomic load path 
on the ankle for the skier due to the adjusted vertical mounting point. The proposed AT design will source 
standard integrated pad, strap, and buckle components from snowboard equipment manufacturer T.J. Grace 
and Co., although the team remains open to exploring options for a custom integrated toe/ankle pad. The 
concept models for the toe, ankle, and shin pads are presented in Figure 35, Figure 36, and Figure 37 
respectively, and it is important to note that our design will utilize standard snowboard straps with integrated 
buckles not depicted in the models shown below. The team believes that these modifications allow for a 
more ergonomic fit as well as increased performance and feel for the skier while using the Alpine Touring 
Mad Jack. 
 
Figure 35. Singular toe pad. 
 
Figure 36. Singular ankle pad. 
 
Figure 37. Singular shin pad. 
 
5.2 User-Focused Design 
By updating the pad design of the system, the AT model iteration becomes increasingly user friendly.  This 
customer-minded design is especially noticeable when considering the user interface with the Mad Jack – 
both when putting it on and when towing it around.  As mentioned above, the new pad design of the system 
removes all strap interference when the skier is trying to position their foot in the Mad Jack, allowing them 
to easily locate their foot in the system using the toe strap, and cleanly constrain their foot in the appropriate 
position using the shin strap, ankle strap, and lockout mechanism.  This anticipated use case for the system 
is shown below in Figure 38, Figure 39, and Figure 40 
 
Figure 38. AT Model ready for 
wear. 
 
Figure 39. AT model with boot 
inserted. 
 
Figure 40. AT Model with boot 
strapped in. 
5.3 Portability 
Additionally, the new Mad Jack AT model can collapse down into itself, using its own straps as a form of 
self-constraint, while the ankle strap acts as a carrying handle. This portability provides a huge gain for 
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Mad Jack’s target customers who love the mobility that snowboard boots offer when not on the slopes, but 
previously had no simple way to store or carry the Mad Jack system when it was not in use. A prototype of 
the Mad Jack travel mode is shown in Figure 41. 
 
Figure 41. Alpine Touring model in travel mode 
5.4 Design Analysis 
Additional finite element analysis was done on the final design. The analysis primarily looked the pull-out 
strength of the high back, and updated loading conditions of the lock out tab. Analysis on both heel and toe 
plates are still in progress and will be added in a future revision. Due to the complex geometries of the 
ribbing issues have risen from meshing issues to convergence issues.  
 
5.4.1 Swinging High Back 
Two different analysis were performed on the swinging high back. The first being a bending analysis and 
the other being pull out analysis. The exported CAD model was imported into ANSYS and simulated in a 
static structural test. The same material properties for Delrin 500P NC010 is used in the simulation. In fig 
the high back with the generated mesh is seen. A face sizing refinement was applied of 0.1875 inches.  
 
 
Figure 42. Swinging high back mesh generation 
After mesh generation, boundary conditions were applied to the model. Fixed constraints were added to the 
lower mounting holes to simulate the connection to the heel plate. Forces of 50 lbf were added to the 
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remaining holes to simulate 100 lbf loads from the pads. An additional displacement constraint was place 
on the inner curve of the high back. This boundary simulates a boot when in use. The simulation was then 
solved to look at total deflection in inches and equivalent stress in psi. Figure 43 and Figure 44 show the 
results from the simulation. The resulting factor of safety is at the minimum 4.62. 
 
 
Figure 43. High back equivalent stress results in psi 
 
Figure 44. High back total deflection results in inches 
The total deflection of 0.054 inches is well within the acceptable range. The nature of the high back itself 
is to not be completely rigid and allow for some movement for a more comfortable fit.  
 
5.4.2 Forward Lock Out Tab 
Minimal additional simulations were tested on the forward lock out tab. The deflection passed initial 
inspection but further analysis on equivalent stress was still required. The same loading and boundary 
conditions as described in 4.3.1 Front Lock Out Mechanism were not applied again. After further 
consideration for the loads applied versus the size of the component, the 100 lbf loads were unreasonably 
high for such a small component. Instead a 50 lbf load was distributed over the two mounting holes. Figure 
45 and Figure 46 present the total deflection results in inches and equivalent stress results in psi respectively.  
 
 
Figure 45. Lock out tab total deflection in inches. 
 
Figure 46. Lock out tab equivalent stress in psi. 
The factor of safety for the lock out tab is a minimum of 1.66. While the factor of safety is still good, further 
iterations will be done to attempt to raise the factor of safety higher. The new deflection for the tab is at 
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0.008 thousandths of an inch. The decrease in deflection is consistent with lower loading case. Additionally, 
testing will be conducted on this component and will be discussed further later. 
 
5.5 Cost Analysis 
The total projected cost of the alpine touring model will be within the original alpine model. This in part is 
due to similar designs and manufacturing methods. The major increase in cost will come from the additional 
steps during the molding process and raw components for the Dynafit binding interfaces. Table 8 presents 
a breakdown of projected costs. As stated previously, the price of fasteners will decrease with the uses of 
rivets as opposed to weld nuts and threaded fasteners. Additionally, if high enough quantities are purchased, 
the cost of fasteners will decrease due to a shift from McMaster-Carr’s high ordering price.  
Table 8. Price breakdown of alpine touring model. 
Component Cost 
Plastic components 
-Toe and Heel Plates 
-High Back 
-Lock Out Tab 
$80.00 
Locking Out Cable $2.00 
Integrated Pads and Straps $17.00 
GripWalk Lugged Soles $- 
Buckles $22.00 
Dynafit Inserts $- 
Fasteners $25.00 
Total $146.00 
The current projected total comes out to $146. Table 8 does not include the pricing to source the Dynafit 
inserts, or the grip walks that must be incorporated through injection molding. This addition requires orders 
of high demand which will be left to direct contact between our sponsor and the supplier.  
5.6 Design Updates 
The design passed all verification tasks but there are still areas for improvement. Issues discovered during 
testing are further discussed in Design Verification that would require a change in forward stiffness lockout. 
More recommendations are presented in Conclusions and Recommendations. 
6. Manufacturing 
Due to the innovative nature of this project within a centuries old product space, about half of the necessary 
components will be custom-made, while the other half will be sourced from established industry providers.  
The custom components of the Mad Jack AT Model include the toe and heel plates, high back, high back 
tab, and forward/back locking cable.  The sourced components of the Mad Jack AT Model include the 
integrated pad/strap/buckle system for the toe/ankle/shin regions, the GripWalk lugged soles, the Dynafit 
toe and heel inserts, and all necessary fasteners.  The specific manufacturing processes and procurement 
methods for each of these components is outlined below. Refer to attached engineering drawings for 
relevant associated dimensions in Appendix D. 
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6.1 Toe and Heel Plates 
To manufacture the toe and heel plates of the Mad Jack AT model, the team utilized 3D printing technology 
to verify the system’s geometric interface with the AT bindings.  The 3D model was generated using a .STL 
file of the two plates and the full model was produced using available printers in the Innovation Sandbox.  
The availability and volumetric capacity of these printers are both important considerations for this 
component, and – if needed in the future – other printing facilities and/or separate sectioned pieces of both 
the toe and heel plates might need to be explored.  Ultimately, after the geometry of the 3D-printed model 
has been confirmed, the CAD models will be submitted to Protolabs for production-level injection molding, 
and the Dynafit toe and heel inserts will be supplied as cores for this over molding process. 
6.1.1 Toe and Heel Plate Manufacturing 
The toe and heel plates were 3D printed through the Innovation Sandbox. The plates were cut down in size 
in order to decrease print time and material used. Both components were printed in Vertigo Gray PLA on 
an Ultimaker 2 Extended+. An image of the 3D printer is presented in Figure 47. [11] 
 
Figure 47. Ultimaker 2 Extended+ used to 3D print the toe and heel plates.  
The toe plate print took seven hours while the heel plate took nine hours. On the initial print, the nozzle 
clogged when printing the heel plate and was moved to a different printer. The completed toe and heel plate 
with the support material removed are presented in Figure 48 and Figure 49 respectively.  
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Figure 48. 3D print of the toe plate. Figure 49. 3D print of the heel plate. 
Some issues arose when removing the support material from the 3D prints. The smaller pockets support 
material was harder to remove and resulted in accidentally breaking part of the structure. This issue will 
not be present in the final injection molded parts but should be taken into consideration that these areas 
could be potential weak points. The broken side wall is presented in Figure 50. 
 
Figure 50. Close up of heel plate 3D print. 
6.2 High Back 
Because the high back design remains relatively unchanged, the process to manufacture the high back 
structure did not change either; however, the updated ankle strap mounting position necessitated the drilling 
of two additional through-holes during post-processing.  Moving forward, the team recommends 
developing a standard jig to drill these and other existing holes in the high back to assist the manufacturing 
process for this component. 
6.3 High Back Tab 
This component was the most customized of the entire system, and the only part that utilized a traditional 
mill for its construction.  The team used a bandsaw to cut Delrin 500P NC010 stock to within 0.050-0.125 
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inches larger than the approximate dimensions, used the manual mill to face the stock to its final 
dimensions, and subsequently used the mill to drill the indicated top and side holes in the tab.  Finally, the 
team used a belt sander to finish the part by chamfering all sharp edges.  The full process to manufacture 
this component is detailed below. 
6.3.1 High Back Tab Manufacturing 
The high back tab on the existing Mad Jack alpine model is the only component that Mad Jack Snowsports 
makes in house. Congruent with Mad Jack’s current production method, this component was manufactured 
by hand in the Mustang 60 Shop. The engineering drawing for the component is presented in Figure 51. 
 
Figure 51. High back lock out tab engineering drawing. 
This part was machined from Delrin bar stock supplied by Mad Jacks. Delrin is a highly machinable 
material, and therefore the team anticipated the machining process to be relatively smooth. Our goal was to 
make 12 total high back tabs – 5 for testing purposes, 4 for confirmation prototype assemblies, and 3 extras 
in the event of a mishap. 
The first step was to cut the large pieces of Delrin stock to the approximate dimensions for the high back 
locking tabs.  To accomplish this, the team used the vertical band saw and rail guide as seen in Figure 52. 
Because this was a rough cutting operation, we oversized the high back tab measurements by about 10 thou 
in all directions to allow for some flexibility. 
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Figure 52. Bandsaw and rail guide used to rough cut Delrin stock. 
In previous iterations of this process, we had tried to make the measurements on the block by hand and then 
hand-feed the stock through the vertical bandsaw.  Not only was this process inefficient, but it often resulted 
in inconsistent and poor-quality pieces.  Instead, by utilizing the scale of the rail guide and straight surface 
that it provided to guide our measurements and cuts, we were able to quickly and accurately cut all 12 
pieces to size.  The completed rough tabs are shown in Figure 53 and a close up is presented in Figure 54. 
 
Figure 53. Complete rough cuts of the Delrin stock. 
 
Figure 54. Close up of a rough machined tab. 
The next step was detailed machining of the tab features. While the length and width of this sample were 
within the specified tolerance of the engineering drawing, the height of the sample was well outside of the 
indicated allowable tolerance.  Furthermore, the tab still needed a step and the appropriate holes to be added 
for completeness. The team used the manual Bridgeport vertical mill to add these remaining features.  Per 
the recommendation of a shop tech, a low spindle speed of 400 RPM was used due to the ease of machining 
Delrin. An image of the spindle speed indicator of the Bridgeport is presented in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55. Bridgeport Manual Mill spindle speed indicator.  
With the Bridgeport settings properly adjusted, a 7/16” end mill and appropriately sized collet was inserted 
into the Bridgeport spindle using the pneumatic actuator.  Additionally, parallels were chosen such that the 
rough tab would stick out far enough above the jaws to prevent the machine from crashing during a cutting 
operation. The soft jaws were then brushed clean, and the rough tab clamped firmly in place. Finally, a soft 
tap from the mallet was used to ensure that the tab was resting properly on the parallels and projecting 
slightly out from the jaws. The setup is presented in Figure 56. 
 
Figure 56. Milling set up for the high back tabs.  
The zero was set for the coordinate system by touching off on the rough side of the tab cut, using 
the smooth side of the tab stock as our datum surface against the opposing soft jaw.  This allowed 
for the increments on the hand cranks to be used to cut the appropriate indicated dimensions. Slop 
in the hand crank was accounted for and mitigated throughout the process.  
Since the tab length had already been verified to be within the indicated part tolerance, the team 
moved straight to cutting the step out of the rough tab shape and repeated this process for all 12 
tabs in the same orientation.  Because this step was consistent among all tabs, it was easy to 
streamline the milling process for this step feature. The feature was cut using a face milling 
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process, adjusting the X and Y feeds of the mill such that material was taken off in 0.03-inch 
increments until the desired dimensions were achieved. The cutting process and finished step 
feature are presented in Figure 57 and Figure 58, respectively. 
 
Figure 57. Step cutting process of the high back tab. 
 
Figure 58. Finished step on the high back tab. 
Once all the high back tab step features were completed, the dimensions were verified using a set of digital 
calipers. All 12 of the high back tabs were found to be within the tolerance specifications of the engineering 
drawing. The completed stepped high back tabs are presented in Figure 59. A similar verification method 
was used to validate all further part dimensions. 
 
Figure 59. Completed step features on the high back tabs.  
The high back tab thickness was the next feature to be milled. Using a machining process similar to that of 
the step feature, the team adjusted the knee of the mill to the proper Z-axis height and used a face milling 
process to take off the excess material in 0.05-inch increments for all 12 tabs. This cutting process is 
presented in Figure 60. 
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Figure 60. Milling the high back tabs to the correct thickness.  
Having completed the bulk dimensional machining of the tabs, all that remained was to drill the holes.  To 
accomplish this, the tab step was clamped in the soft jaws and the mallet was used to ensure proper datum 
adherence against the parallels.  Then, a #29 drill bit was used to drill the two small holes for the cables in 
the side of the tab. A picture of this process is shown in Figure 61. 
 
 
Figure 61. Drilling operation on the high back tabs. 
In order to drill these holes efficiently in all 12 of the tabs, the hand cranks were zeroed at the first hole 
position, the hole was drilled, the X-axis crank was adjusted to the appropriate dimension for the second 
hole, and the second hole was drilled.  Upon completion of this drilling process, the cranks were reset to 
their original location and replaced the completely drilled tab with a new one.  A similar process was used 
for the larger holes on the step of the tab using a #5 drill bit.  
All 12 tabs were found to be within the tolerance specifications given by the engineering drawing.  
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6.4 Forward/Back Locking Cable 
Although the team did not need to manufacture the cable itself, designing the cable routing pattern, total 
length, and mounting points were vital to the integrity of the system.  For the sake of simplicity, the team 
decided to use a single cable for both the forward and backward locking system.  This cable was planned 
to thread around the high back in the same route used by the current Mad Jack alpine model for back 
lockout, while simultaneously applying a pure tension load to the foot plate for forward lockout and 
increased stiffness.  The thought was that these 2 cable paths traced by 1 single cable would be able to 
effectively constrain both the forward and backward flex of the system and effectively increase the overall 
stiffness.  The cable would be appropriately sized based on empirical cable length sizing, and the connecting 
point for the cable would be in the underside of the heel plate – like the existing model.  The 2 ends of the 
cable would be held together by cable clamps, and this interface would be hidden by the GripWalk soles.  
The development of the Forward/Back Locking Cable will be further explained in the Assembly section 
below. 
6.5 Materials to Purchase 
For the sake of developing the Mad Jack Alpine Touring Model, the team was constrained to the 
components and materials that Mad Jack Snowsports already had on hand from previous shipments.  No 
materials were purchased by the team during the completion of this project; however, descriptions of the 
materials that would need to be purchased pending further project development are captured below. 
6.5.1 Dynafit Toe and Heel Tech Binding Inserts 
The most important components of the Mad Jack Alpine Touring model (or any Alpine Touring model for 
that matter) are the Dynafit Toe and Heel inserts. The inserts are crucial to the construction of a 
performance-oriented, durable, and safe alpine touring model because they regularly sustain and transmit 
highly localized stresses and must be capable of effectively resisting constant metal-metal contact wear.  
These inserts are highly engineered with complex steel-alloy construction and proprietary manufacturing 
processes to accommodate the extreme load cases experienced by the toe and heel inserts, and Dynafit is 
the preeminent supplier of these inserts across the industry.  Because of this niche position within the 
industry and the highly technical component interface, it is imperative to source the toe and heel insert 
components directly from Dynafit.   
6.5.2 GripWalk Lugged Soles 
Like the Dyanfit inserts, the GripWalk lugged soles are integral parts of the Mad Jack Alpine Touring model 
and are critical elements of the system’s ISO 9523 standard compliance.  As GripWalk soles are not 
available off-the-shelf, direct purchase from the manufacturer is the recommended route for procurement. 
6.5.3 Pads, Straps, and Buckles 
Like the current of the Mad Jack Alpine model, all pads, straps, and buckles for the Mad Jack Alpine 
Touring model will be sourced from snowboard equipment manufacturer T.J. Grace and Co.  These 
components are widely used within the snowboarding industry and feature integrated pad/strap/buckle 
designs. Although most of these components will ultimately be sourced for the system, the team continued 
to actively explore a custom integrated pad/strap/buckle design that conjoins the toe and ankle straps in a 
single structure.   
6.5.4 Fasteners 
For full-scale development of this product, all necessary fasteners would be sourced from McMaster-Carr. 
If quantities are high enough, other fastener suppliers may be a more cost-effective alternative due to 
standardized hardware.  
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6.6 Assembly 
Due to the limitations associated with sourcing the Dynafit inserts, GripWalk soles, and new injection-
molded foot plates, the confirmation prototype for the Mad Jack Alpine Touring model was limited to 
design changes that most directly applied to the existing Alpine model.  Therefore, the confirmation 
prototype is more appropriately described as an iterated Mad Jack Alpine model – although all of the 
features in this iterated model are still both applicable and appropriate for the Alpine Touring model. 
 All assembly of the iterated Mad Jack Alpine model prototype was completed in-house at the Mustang 60 
machine shop, the Composites Lab, and the Bonderson Project Center. To complete the assembly of the 
system, the freshly-machined high back tab was swapped with the old Alpine model tab, the foot and ankle 
straps were repositioned to their new high back mounting points, and the lockout cable was routed through 
the fresh high back tab and connected using cable locks in the base of the heel plate.  The full assembly 
process is explained in more detail below. 
6.6.1 Cable Assembly 
Once the new tabs were fully machined, they were incorporated into the new Mad Jack alpine model using 
a threaded fastener and bracket.  In the future, this attachment process will be accomplished using rivets. 
Next, the cable needed to be added for system lockout constraint.  In order to route the cable through the 
system, holes needed to be drilled in the heel plate where the cable would mount to provide forward 
constraint.  These holes were quickly completed using a simple hand drill from Mustang 60 with a #29 drill 
bit.  With the cable mounting points established, it was time to size and install the cable.  The choice was 
made to use a single cable in the system for both forward and backward lockout, as this was perceived to 
benefit both manufacturability and assembly.  The team anticipated that it would be easiest to simply 
measure a cable length once and then properly align it throughout the entire system.  Ultimately, this 
perception was incorrect, and this will be discussed later. To size the cable, it was fully routed through the 
system for a length approximation, pulled out, measured, and oversized for the sake of installation error.  
The length of the prototype was approximated as 44.5-inch cable length based on rough routing 
approximations – although a 43-inch cable length would ultimately prove to be more appropriate for this 
design. The cable was subsequently cut to size using wire clippers, and the sheath was stripped off using a 
splitter tool. 
Using our approximately sized cable, the first step in the routing process was to insert the cable through the 
top hole in the tab.  This step is shown below in Figure 62 and Figure 63 
.  
Figure 62. Cable routing with the new high back 
tab. 
Figure 63. Zoomed view of the new high back 
tab. 
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After threading the cable through the top hole of the tab, it was inserted through one of the back holes in 
the heel plate and routed it through the bottom contours to the opposite hole in the front of the heel plate. 
This routing pattern is presented in Figure 64. As you can see from Figure 64, some of the contours that the 
cable moves through had been removed prior to the routing.  To remove these plastic walls and allow for 
proper cable routing, a simple pair of pliers was used to break the wall and open up the section.   
 
Figure 64. Cable routing through the heel plate. 
The cable was then brought up from the heel plate, routed through the bottom hole of the tab, and looped 
back down to the opposing back hole in the heel plate. This pattern is presented in Figure 65. 
 
Figure 65. Cable routing through the bottom hole of the high back tab. 
To complete the cable routing process, the front end of the initial cable was fed through the open front hole 
of the heel plate, the excess cable clipped off, and the front and back end of the cable clamped together 
using two G-sized crimps and the crimping tool. Then, to finish the routing process, the cable was twisted 
twice around the triangle in the base of the heel plate, covered by the retaining plate, and closed using small 
threaded fasteners through the retaining plate.  This completed the cable routing process, and, while it was 
simple to size a single cable, it was incredibly frustrating to position the cable equally throughout the system 
and twist the cable to fit around the triangle feature to allow the retaining plate to sit flush.  This assembly 
method functioned for the confirmation prototype; however, it was understood that a different routing 
method would need to be seriously considered in the future to simplify manufacturing and assembly. 
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After completing the cable routing process, the only remaining tasks were to drill the auxiliary holes in the 
high back and mount the integrated foot/ankle pad straps at this new location. The location of the holes was 
marked on the high back to match the engineering drawing, and the holes were quickly drilled using a 
simple hand drill from Mustang 60 and a #5 drill bit.  This process was completed very quickly, and the 
integrated foot/ankle pad straps were mounted at these locations using threaded fasteners and brackets.  The 
completed iterated Mad Jack Alpine model is shown below in Figure 66. 
 
Figure 66. Fully assembled iterated Mad Jack Alpine model with new high back tab, fully routed cable 
lockout system, and adjusted foot/ankle pad strap mounting location.  
7. Design Verification 
With the completion of the confirmation prototype, the engineering specifications and assessment methods 
originally laid out in the Scope of Work served as a guide for validating the various aspects of the Mad Jack 
Alpine Touring Model project.  These specifications are contained in full in Section 3.5, while this section 
details the verification methods utilized by the team for the completion of the project. 
7.1 Compliance with ISO Standards 
Compliance with the ISO 9523 and 13992 standards is critical to the verification of the Mad Jack AT model 
because non-compliance presents several major problems for Mad Jack Snowsports. First and foremost, 
non-compliance places a huge liability on the manufacturer. The ISO 13992 absolves the ski boot 
manufacturer from any liability pertaining to user injury as long as the boot is tested to successfully release 
from a ski binding at a certain applied torque. Therefore, it is imperative that the product is fully compliant 
with the ISO 13992 standard and successfully vetted to release from the binding according to the torque 
values and test method dictated for standard compliance.  Secondly, consumers are much less likely to 
purchase a product that does not follow the standards of the skiing industry. Adhering to these standards is 
critical for consumer buy-in, and therefore a critical element of the design.  
From the standpoint of design verification, the team was unable to verify the ISO 13992 compliance.  In 
order to test this standard, the product needs to fully interface with a tech-style binding, and this cannot be 
accomplished without fully embedding the Dynafit toe and heel inserts into the injection-molded toe and 
heel plates.  Additionally, the soles of the boot impact the release of the boot from the binding, and this 
could not be assessed without integrating the GripWalk soles into the system.  Due to time, budget, and 
project scope constraints, the implementation of these components was not feasible for the project; 
therefore, the full implementation of the Dyanfit inserts and GripWalk soles will ultimately be required 
prior to testing for full ISO 13992 standard compliance. 
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The ISO 9523 standard, on the other hand, does allow for some level of verification.  While the standard 
does not provide the exact location of the toe and heel interfaces, it does provide a great amount of detail 
governing the geometric requirements of the system.  The current CAD model for the Mad Jack Alpine 
Touring model utilizes these geometric constraints, while basing the toe and heel insert locations off of 
measurements from other AT boots.  Because injection-molded parts are cost-prohibitive and unnecessary 
to test simple geometric ISO standard compliance, models of the toe and heel plate created using rapid-
prototyping methods.  The toe and heel plates were 3D-printed using PLA to confirm both geometric 
compliance and proper insert location.  These insert location would be tested by clipping the toe and foot 
plates into tech bindings and verifying a proper interface between plates and the binding.  Due to setbacks 
with the 3D printer, this interface testing had yet to be completed at the conclusion of this project.  It is 
hypothesized that multiple iterations of the toe and heel plates will have to be printed in order to properly 
locate the toe and heel inserts relative to the tech binding component locations.  Additional geometric testing 
will ultimately be needed to verify complete ISO 9523 compliance, and more robust geometric 
dimensioning and tolerancing will need to be added to the engineering drawings prior to the production of 
molds and final test samples.   
7.2 Qualitative Analysis 
Given the nature of the project, many of the assessments that will ultimately serve to verify the product’s 
performance will be qualitative. Because the Mad Jack AT model is a consumer good, the product must fill 
a space in the market and be deemed valuable enough to purchase by the customer. Although the Mad Jack 
AT model is a unique system with no direct competitors, it is still competing with other Alpine Touring 
boots and other adaptive systems in the market. The new AT model must be comparable to traditional AT 
boots from the standpoint of performance, while also maintaining the most attractive features about the 
Mad Jack system such as ergonomics and comfort. Although 1st and 3rd party testing of the iterated Mad 
Jack Alpine model was not completed over the course of this project, this type of testing could serve as an 
extremely beneficial method to qualitatively assess the updated system and understand areas for continued 
improvement. 
Specifically, one of the biggest design changes to the integrated Mad Jack Alpine model is the forward 
lockout mechanism.  This system will be implemented on both the Alpine and AT model, and is intended 
to provide a sense of increased stiffness when engaged to more closely replicate traditional ski boots.  To 
justify the addition of this system, it must be confirmed that its implementation results in the perception of 
a stiffer boot for the skier. This test is both qualitative and quantitative by nature, because – while it can be 
numerically shown that the system stiffness coefficient increases – the way the system translates the feeling 
of a stiffer boot to the skier’s foot while engaged will have to be assessed using a more qualitative, on-
mountain approach. 
7.3 Quantitative Analysis 
It follows that, along with the qualitative assessments, there are many quantitative elements of the Mad 
Jack Alpine model that are must be present for its current customer base.  If these elements are changed 
drastically or eliminated in the AT model, the company risks alienating some of its core demographic. Two 
of these metrics are its price and weight.  
At $249.99, the Mad Jack Alpine model is significantly cheaper than a new pair of ski boots – typically 
costing around $600. The AT model is very similar to the Alpine model, but the cost to source and embed 
the toe and heel pin inserts could significantly raise the price of the product.  The goal is to hold the AT 
model to within a $50 total price increase relative to the Alpine model; however, this will ultimately be 
determined by how the parts are sourced from Dynafit and the related increase in manufacturing cost to 
embed these parts in the injection-molded foot plates. These costs remain unknown at this time. 
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As mentioned above, the forward lockout mechanism has a strong quantitative nature.  With the 
implementation of this system, the high back tab is now taking an additional load from the tensioned cables 
to increase the stiffness of the system. For the sake of customer safety, the loading conditions for the high 
back tab was deemed safe only if there was a factor of safety greater than 1.5 and capped at 3 to minimize 
weight.  To conduct this testing, the team planned to utilize the tensile testing machine in the composites 
lab to gather high back tab deflection data at different loading cases and verify the appropriate factor of 
safety predicted by preliminary analysis. Ultimately, however, this testing proved to be unnecessary for the 
project due to the results of other test procedures, detailed in section 7.4.3. In fact, the most important 
quantitative testing for this mechanism (the testing that invalidated the previously discussed tensile-testing 
model) was conducted at the Mountain Air in downtown San Luis Obispo.  The team utilized their industry-
standard facility to test a variety of traditional ski boots and Mad Jack models to correlate the ski boot 
stiffness rating with the stiffness of the Mad Jack Alpine system and vet the forward lockout mechanism.  
This process was extremely beneficial for the development of the project and is detailed below in section 
7.4.  
7.4 Mountain Air Testing 
As the preeminent ski shop in San Luis Obispo and retailor for Mad Jack Snowsports products, The 
Mountain Air was the perfect facility to conduct standard ski industry testing.  Because of Mad Jack 
Snowsports’ longstanding relationship with The Mountain Air, the team was able to partner with them as 
well to use their ski shop facility and conduct a variety of tests over the course of a 2-month period.  Josh, 
Wayne, and the rest of the staff at The Mountain Air were all incredibly helpful, and this project could not 
have been completed without their gracious assistance, accommodation, and support. 
The testing conducted at Mountain Air consisted of two separate phases. The first phase utilized a forward 
pull test method which is commonly used in industry to ensure that the boot releases from the binding at 
the proper torque values to prevent skier injury. This method was used to test both traditional alpine ski 
boots and Mad Jack Alpine models for release torque values and observed deflection. Recognizing the need 
for more detailed deflection analysis, the second phase of testing utilized some standard industry 
components in a non-traditional manner to simulate the torque applied by an actual foot and leg to the boot 
structure.  This method was again used to test both traditional alpine ski boots and Mad Jack Alpine models, 
applying incrementally-increasing torque to the boot and measuring the angular deflection of the structure.  
Both phases are described in more detail in sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, respectively. 
7.4.1 Industry Forward Pull (Lean) Testing 
For the first phase of testing, the team sought to utilize the standard forward pull (lean) test method 
commonly used by ski shops to test for boot/binding release capability.  This testing was completed with 
industry-standard equipment and guided by industry-standard data sheets – both supplied by The Mountain 
Air – and compared the response of standard ski boots vs. Mad Jack Alpine models. 
In order to properly conduct the testing, the relationship between skier height, weight, shoe size, ability, 
and torque required to release the ski boot from the binding needed to be properly understood.  It was 
hypothesized that the energy required to release the ski boot from the binding would remain approximately 
constant for each skier type, and therefore the torques for each skier type could be compared against the 
Mad Jack system to understand the stiffness correlation between the systems.  For the sake of simplicity, 
the team chose to keep the skier’s height, weight, and shoe size constant, while varying the skiing ability 
and the related settings. The chosen skier data for testing is presented below in Table 9.  Using this model, 
the team was able to proceed with the boot testing. 
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Table 9. Skier data held constant for testing. 
Skier Information 
Variable Value Units 
Weight 155 lbf 
Height 70 inches 
Sole Size 
27.5 - 
318 mm 
10.5 - 
 
For this testing phase, the team utilized industry-standard methods and specifications.  Traditionally, the 
test used to verify binding safety involves clamping the test ski into an angled fixture using toggle clamps, 
adjusting the bindings to match the appropriate sole length, changing the DIN settings to match the skier 
specifications, and finally clamping the boot into the binding.  The skier specification values change based 
on the binding manufacturer, and these values are provided each season in a convenient spreadsheet.  For 
the purposes of this test, the team chose to use a LOOK/Rossignol ski and binding system, and therefore 
used the appropriate corresponding chart for this system.  The chart is presented in Table 10 below. 
Table 10. LOOK/Rossignol settings table for alpine skiing. 
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To read this chart, the operator begins by obtaining the weight and height of the skier.  Using these values, 
the operator then assigns a letter code to the skier using a chart like the one shown above. The letter 
immediately adjacent to the chosen values is used for Type I skiers, one letter below used for Type II skiers, 
and two letters below used for Type III skiers.  When assigning a skier code, the weight of the individual 
always taking precedent over height if the chart does not properly align.  Next, the operator reads 
horizontally across the sheet to match the skier code row with the skier boot sole length column.  This 
intersection provides the appropriate DIN setting for the bindings, which in turn determines the safe range 
of release torque at which the boot may release from the binding for skier safety.  The DIN setting is 
essentially the binding holds onto the boot when engaged, and corresponds with how easily the boot will 
release from the binding.  As the DIN setting increases, the boot requires more torque to pop out of the 
binding; therefore, it makes sense that as the size and the skill level as the skier increases, so, necessarily, 
does the DIN setting and the ultimate torque required to release the boot from the binding. 
Knowing the DIN setting as function of skier weight, height, skill level, and sole length allows the operator 
to appropriately adjust the binding to this DIN setting and verify for that torque needed to release the boot 
from the binding falls within an expected range.  Per standard ski industry practices using the forward pull 
(lean) test, the optimal torque reading for this test is the torque value listed in the same row as the chosen 
DIN setting.  The torque values in the row above and below this nominal value are generally considered to 
be the upper and lower control limits, while the values 2 rows above and below the nominal value are 
considered to be the upper and lower spec limits. When testing the release of a boot from a binding, the 
operator will generally pass the system if the torque value falls within the control limit, while a torque value 
that falls within the spec limit will elicit a warning to the skier that adjustments should be made prior to 
skiing.  If a torque value falls outside of the control limit, the boot/binding interface is deemed to be unsafe 
and the operator will recommend that it should not be used for skiing. All test samples for this testing phase 
were verified to fall within the spec limit, and most samples fell within the control limit. 
To set up the forward pull (lean) test, the operator inserts a simulated foot into the boot, connects the top of 
simulated foot to a long pole, and then connects a torque wrench to the top of this pole.  A cable is run from 
the top of the long pole, wrapped under the heel of the boot, and tightly reconnected to the top of the long 
pole.  The boot containing this full system is then clamped into the test binding (with proper DIN settings) 
on the canted ski fixture and ready to test.  A picture of the whole apparatus is shown below in Figure 67. 
 
Figure 67. Fully assembled forward pull test system.  
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As the operator applies a forward pull to the torque wrench at the top of the extended beam system, the 
moment is applied to the boot/binding interface until sufficient torque is present to release the boot from 
the binding.  This release torque is recorded by the torque wrench, shown below in Figure 68. 
 
Figure 68. Torque wrench used during the forward pull testing 
To successfully use this experimental setup, it was important to understand the acceptable torque range for 
the given settings.  As mentioned above, the skier height, weight, and sole size were all held relatively 
constant, although the sole size did fluctuate between 26.5 and 27.5 mondo sizing depending on the 
availability of particular boot stiffness sizes at The Mountain Air.  The skier ability, boot brand, and rated 
boot stiffness were all varied and tested to find the torque output at these inputs.  Once the torque output 
was produced, it was compared against the applicable LOOK/Rossignal chart values for compliance within 
the spec limit.  If the torque fell within the spec limit, it was recorded in the data sheet and other variations 
were tested.  For the sake of clarity, a flowchart of these testing operations is presented below in Figure 70.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 69. Flowchart of operator tasks during forward pull testing. 
Smoothly pull the 
torque wrench 
towards the operator 
until boot release. 
 
Read indicator on 
torque wrench. 
 
Determine if torque 
value passes based 
on LOOK/Rossignal 
chart. 
 
Record value in 
Spreadsheet (3 total 
tests). 
Test next skier type 
or boot iteration. 
 
Reset boot in binding 
for further testing 
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Each boot was tested at a specific skier type to achieve three torque release values within the spec limit.  
Once this criterion was satisfied, the skier type was changed, and the process repeated.  Skier types I, II, 
and III were all tested for each boot, with the DIN settings adjusted each time to match the appropriate skier 
type.  A total of nine successful tests were performed on a boot of a certain brand and stiffness, and – upon 
completion – a new ski boot of a different brand and/or stiffness was swapped in and tested in the same 
way. Additionally, DIN settings were recalculated each time based on the new boots’ sole length.  Figure 
70 shows the method by which sole lengths were measured, although the team later realized that the sole 
lengths were marked on the boots, making this process unnecessary.  
 
Figure 70. Sole length measuring process. 
A high definition camera/tripod setup was used to capture the boots’ deformation and eventual release from 
the binding using the forward pull (lean) test.  The hope was that these videos could help the team to 
understand the maximum angular displacement experienced by the boot just before to binding release. 
Unfortunately, after watching the video playback, the deformation was almost impossible to ascertain from 
the videos – largely due to the rigid structure of the test jig itself and the general lack of deformation using 
this test method.  Although this testing phase did not allow the team to draw any meaningful conclusions 
about the deflection of a ski boot relative to its rated stiffness, it did allow for the team to establish a baseline 
of rated stiffness to release torque using an industry-standard approach.  Figure 71 shows The Mountain 
Air data-collection epicenter, while Table 11 contains all collected data from phase 1 alpine ski boot testing. 
 
Figure 71. Pull out test set up configuration with alpine boot in binding. 
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Table 11. Collected forward pull data from various alpine ski boots. 
Boot Information Type I Skier Type II Skier Type III Skier 
Ski Boot 
Brand 
Rated 
Stiffness 
Sole 
Length 
Skier 
Code DIN Torque 
Skier 
Code DIN Torque 
Skier 
Code DIN Torque 
- - mm - - N-m - - N-m - - N-m 
K2 BFC 100 316 (27.5) K 5 
190 
L 6 
220 
M 7 
235 
170 200 230 
165 230 220 
Rossignol All 
Speed 100 
318 
(27.5) K 5 
170 
L 6 
195 
M 7 
240 
155 180 225 
150 195 240 
Nordica Sport 
Machine 100 
315 
(27.5) K 5 
185 
L 6 
200 
M 7 
240 
190 205 240 
175 200 255 
Rossignol All 
Track 80 
306 
(26.5) K 5.5 
190 
L 6.5 
225 
M 8 
265 
210 235 265 
200 235 285 
K2 BFC  70 306 (26.5) K 5.5 
225 
L 6.5 
230 
M 8 
280 
240 243 280 
230 260 275 
K2 BFC 80 316 (27.5) K 5 
205 
L 6 
225 
M 7 
270 
220 220 270 
220 240 260 
K2 BFC 80 306 (26.5) K 5.5 
220 
L 6.5 
245 
M 8 
260 
230 250 275 
220 245 270 
Nordica 110 
Speed 
Machine 
110 315 (27.5) K 5 
200 
L 6 
220 
M 7 
240 
200 210 225 
185 210 230 
Rossignol All 
Speed Pro 110 
318 
(27.5) K 5 
195 
L 6 
205 
M 7 
235 
200 210 250 
190 210 240 
Nordica 
Cruise  90 
315 
(27.5) K 5 
210 
L 6 
240 
M 7 
240 
215 220 240 
210 235 255 
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The torque values collected through the phase 1 testing process were averaged for each boot and 
subsequently compared to the boot stiffness. This plot is presented in Figure 72 below. Trendlines are 
included with respect to each skier type (I, II, and III).  
 
Figure 72. Release torque compared to manufacturer rated stiffness for the tested boots.  
Interestingly, the release torque is observed to decrease as boot stiffness increases. The team hypothesizes 
that the most likely explanation for this is that the lower stiffness boots experienced more forward deflection 
prior to release than the higher stiffness boots, and therefore more energy was required to release the lower 
stiffness boot from the system when all other input factors were controlled to be equivalent.  Additionally, 
one of the Ski Technicians at The Mountain Air made a comment referring to downgrading a skier from 
Type III to Type II in order to have the bindings pass the forward pull (lean) test when high stiffness boots 
are used. This phenomenon is explained by the findings in the chart, where higher stiffness boots experience 
similar release torques between Type II and Type III skiers. Additionally, the chart demonstrates that lower 
stiffness boots experience similar release torques between Type I and Type II skiers. 
For the second part of phase 1 testing, the team used the current model Mad Jack Alpine model in order to 
establish a baseline for testing against the revised model. Both the current and updated Mad Jack Alpine 
models were required to successfully pass the binding release tests for skier safety. The team utilized the 
same test method for the Mad Jack Alpine models as described above for the traditional ski boots, and 
tested the system for release torque compliance at skier types I, II, and III.  Because the Mad Jack system 
did not change its sole length for the duration of this testing, skier types I, II, and III corresponded directly 
to DIN settings 5, 6, and 7, respectively.  Additionally, since the Mad Jack system is a function of the 
snowboard boots used in the system, the team tested 4 different snowboard boots available on the market 
to understand the Mad Jack’s response to variations in boot construction methods.  Finally, the style of foot 
pad used on the current Mad Jack Alpine model was used for both the current and updated Mad Jack Alpine 
models in order to keep the models as similar as possible. The collected Mad Jack forward pull (lean) data 
is presented in Table 12 below.  
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Table 12. Forward pull test results from existing and update Mad Jack models. 
Snowboard 
Boot 
Type I Skier (DIN: 5) Type II Skier (DIN: 6) Type III Skier (DIN: 7) 
Existing Mad 
Jack 
Updated Mad 
Jack 
Existing 
Mad Jack 
Updated Mad 
Jack 
Existing Mad 
Jack 
Updated Mad 
Jack 
Torque Torque Torque Torque Torque Torque 
N-m N-m N-m N-m N-m N-m 
Burton Ruler 
195 170 205 195 240 235 
200 170 210 200 245 235 
190 190 220 195 240 235 
Burton Moto 
160 170 210 195 220 230 
180 185 210 200 230 230 
170 190 210 210 225 230 
Burton 
Kendo 
180 160 200 200 225 225 
165 180 200 200 220 235 
170 165 200 205 215 245 
ThirtyTwo 
STW BOA 
195 195 225 220 235 240 
195 200 225 215 235 245 
180 195 220 220 235 235 
 
As noted in the table, the release torque values for the current and updated Mad Jack Alpine model all fell 
within the passing spec limit.  Not only does this confirm that the current Mad Jack Alpine model conforms 
to standard industry release value, but it also indicates that the changes made to the updated model do not 
create any issues with acceptable release torque.  Additionally, the data indicated that, in some instances, 
the updated Mad Jack Alpine model generated a lower release torque than the current Mad Jack Alpine 
model.  This behavior is expected, as the behavior of traditional ski boots in Figure 72 suggests that an 
increase in stiffness produces a decrease in release torque for a constant skier type.  However, this trend 
was not consistent across all Mad Jack testing, giving the team its first indication that the updated Mad Jack 
model would not prove to be significantly stiffer than the current Mad Jack Alpine model.  Averaging the 
release torque values for each boot and Mad Jack system, the current Mad Jack Alpine model had a higher 
release torque than the updated Mad Jack Alpine model 6 total time, while the opposite was true 6 times as 
well.  Although this analysis provided an indication that the updates did not help to significantly improve 
the system stiffness, the test data was ultimately viewed by the team to be inconclusive and continued 
testing was deemed necessary to verify the hypothesis of no significant stiffness increase. 
It is also important to note that while the snowboard boots made a slight difference in the release torque of 
the system, this difference was not overwhelmingly significant.  This is an important point to note from a 
marketing perspective, because it suggests that the Mad Jack system is not ultimately dependent on how 
much money an individual spends on high end snowboard boots.  While a more robust snowboard boot will 
make some difference, the data indicates that relative to the DIN settings and system itself this difference 
is relatively negligible. 
While this phase of testing was helpful in assessing the Mad Jack Alpine model’s conformity to standard 
ski industry torque-release values and stiffness relative to the updates made by the team, it did not provide 
any indication of what the actual system stiffness might be, relative to traditional ski boots.  Additionally, 
the rigid foot jig used to perform the phase 1 testing severely limited the boots’ ability to deform in any 
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meaningful way and reflect the actual ergonomic experience of the skier using either traditional ski boots 
or the Mad Jack Alpine model.  This foot is shown below in Figure 73.  
 
Figure 73. Rigid simulated foot.  
The limitation presented by this component of the test jig clearly indicated that not only was continued 
testing needed, but a significant test design change was also needed to fully flesh out the stiffness rating of 
the Mad Jack Alpine model. 
7.4.2 Custom Stiffness Testing 
Upon completion of phase 1 of testing, the team recognized the need for additional testing to develop a 
more tangible comparison between traditional ski boots and the Mad Jack Alpine model in terms of forward 
deflection as a function of applied torque.  After some conversations with the sponsor, the team decided to 
utilize some standard industry components in a non-traditional manner to simulate the torque applied by an 
actual foot and leg to the boot structure.  The idea behind this method was that if the operator could control 
the amount of torque applied to the boot and incrementally increase the applied torque to generate angular 
forward deflection, the stiffness coefficient of the system could be extracted in units of lbf-ft per degree – 
effectively describing the structure’s ability to resist forward deformation and feel more “stiff” to the skier.  
This method was again used to test both traditional alpine ski boots and Mad Jack Alpine models, applying 
incrementally increasing torque to the boot and measuring the resulting angular deflection of the structure.   
For this phase of testing, the DIN setting of the binding was irrelevant because the ski boots were only 
meant to deform forward and never release from the binding.  Therefore, the DIN was set to 8 to prevent 
the boot from accidently releasing. In order to more adequately reflect the structure of an actual foot, the 
operator then used the torque wrench to apply increasing torque to the system, and the resulting angular 
deflection was measured using the iPhone iOS app Measure. The phone was held against the ski boot during 
testing, and slight variations were expected to arise from the variation inherent in the metrology. An angle 
indicator with a finer resolution connected rigidly to the boot could have been used to increase the accuracy 
of the results, in addition to other improvements to the testing process which can be found in the 
Conclusions and Recommendations section. 
In order to more accurately replicate the biometrics of an actual skier, the boots were all stuffed with rags 
to simulate a real foot in the system, and the long pole was simply inserted into the boot without the rigid 
foot structure.  By only inserting the long pole, the team simulated the ball and socket connection 
experienced by a real person’s ankle, while also simulating the forces that would be experienced by the 
boot as the person’s leg pushed against the shin structure of the boot. Rags were then stuffed into the space 
not filled by the long pole to simulate a person’s leg muscle, and a bias load of 50 lbf-ft was accounted for 
at the start of each test to account for the compression of these rags prior to any actual boot deformation. 
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The first part of phase 2 testing began by testing the traditional ski boots to establish a stiffness baseline.  3 
different boots of varying stiffnesses were used from both K2 and Nordica for a total of 6 boots tested. The 
K2 results are presented in Table 13 while the Nordica results are presented in  
Table 14.  The graph comparing these brands and rated stiffness is presented in Figure 74. 
Table 13. Torque and angular displacement data for K2 ski boots at various stiffness ratings. 
Name: K2-70 Name: K2-80 Name: K2-100 
Stiffness: 70 Stiffness: 80 Stiffness: 100 
Step  Torque q  Step Torque q  Step Torque q lbf-ft Degrees lbf-ft Degrees lbf-ft Degrees 
1 50 2 1 50 3 1 50 0 
2 100 7 2 100 6 2 100 2 
3 150 12 3 150 10 3 150 8 
4 200 17 4 200 15 4 200 13 
5 250 21 5 250 21 5 250 18 
 
Table 14. Torque and angular displacement data for Nordica ski boots at various stiffness ratings. 
Name: Nordica-90 Name: Nordica-100 Name: Nordica-110 
Stiffness: 90 Stiffness: 100 Stiffness: 110 
Step Torque q Step Torque q Step Torque q lbf-ft Degrees lbf-ft Degrees lbf-ft Degrees 
1 50 2 1 50 3 1 50 2 
2 100 5 2 100 6 2 100 4 
3 150 9 3 150 10 3 150 9 
4 200 13 4 200 15 4 200 14 
5 250 16 5 250 21 5 250 17 
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Figure 74. Torque versus angular displacement for Nordica and K2 ski boots. 
Averaging the slopes of each boot manufacturer, K2 is shown to have an average stiffness of 10.92 012'34567  
while Nordica has an average stiffness of 12.91 012'34567 ; however, due to the resolution of the Measure app 
and inherent variability due to the iPhone metrology, the actual “stiffness coefficients” of the boots most 
likely vary slightly form the resulting stiffness value derived from the graph.  Because the deflection angles 
are measured by hand using a phone held up against the boot and not rigidly attached, there is inherent error 
in the measurements.  The important thing to note, however, is that the average stiffness coefficient of all 
6 boots is 11.91 012'34567 .  This value will provide a baseline for comparison against the Mad Jack systems. 
The collected data also demonstrates that although there are variations in the ski boot stiffness ratings 
developed by the industry, there is a baseline stiffness coefficient for the least stiff traditional ski boots on 
the market that sits around 10 012'34567 .  This is important because it establishes a target stiffness coefficient 
value for the Mad Jack models to reach to replicate the feel of traditional ski boots. 
The second part of phase 2 testing consisted of testing both the current and updated Mad Jack Alpine 
models.  The test followed the same routine as the method described above for traditional ski boots in which 
the torque was incrementally increased, and the angular deflection was recorded; however, the torque 
ranges used were lower than that of the traditional ski boots due to large deformations of the Mad Jack 
Alpine models at high torque values. The updated Mad Jack Alpine model in testing position is show below 
in Figure 75. 
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Figure 75. Updated Mad Jack model in the test stand. 
Both models were tested with the same snowboard boots to determine the stiffness of the system. The 
results for the current Mad Jack Alpine model are presented in Table 15 while the updated Mad Jack Alpine 
model are presented in Table 16. 
Table 15. Torque and angular displacement data for existing Mad Jack model. 
Name: Burton Swath MJ Name: Burton Moto MJ 
Step Torque q Step Torque q lbf-ft Degrees lbf-ft Degrees 
1 25 3 1 25 4 
2 50 13 2 50 10 
3 75 22 3 75 19 
4 100 30 4 100 27 
5 125 35 5 125 32 
Table 16. Torque and angular displacement data for updated Mad Jack model. 
Name: Burton Moto UMJ Name: Burton Swath UMJ 
Step Torque q Step Torque q 
lbf-ft Degrees lbf-ft Degrees 
1 25 4 1 25 3 
2 50 12 2 50 10 
3 75 19 3 75 18 
4 100 27 4 100 24 
5 125 31 5 125 28 
 
The resulting data is plotted together in Figure 76. The denomination of MJ and UMJ refer to the current 
Mad Jack model and the updated Mad Jack model, respectively.  
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Figure 76. Torque versus angular displacement for both existing and updated Mad Jack models.  
The stiffness coefficients of the Burton Moto and Swath in the updated Mad Jack Alpine model were 3.70 $%&'()*+,  and 4.00 $%&'()*+,  respectively, while the stiffness coefficient of the Moto and Swath  in the current 
Alpine model were  3.39 $%&'()*+,  and 3.04 $%&'()*+,  respectively. This testing did, in fact, demonstrate an 
increase stiffness in the updated model, but not nearly as high as desired or predicted.  Additionally, 
compared to the average stiffness coefficient value of 11.91 012'34567  for a standard ski boot, the Mad Jack 
average stiffness coefficient value of 3.60 012'34567  leaves a lot to be desired in terms of making the Mad Jack 
Alpine system feel remotely close to a traditional ski boot. 
Realistically, a critical element of the stiffness in the Mad Jack system comes from the individual’s foot 
being in the snowboard boot and resisting the compressive effects of forward deformation.  Although rags 
were stuffed into the snowboard boot to simulate a foot structure, the boot still compressed more than what 
would be allowed had a foot actually been in the boot – impacting the results of the test.  This behavior can 
be clearly seen in Figure 76 near the ankle strap mounting points.  More importantly, however, the effect 
also points to the need for increased system stiffness to prevent the boot from compressing into the user’s 
foot and to compensate for lacking the compression-resistant outer shell inherent in traditional ski boots.  
Even more shockingly, it was discovered during testing that the high back lockout strap was severely 
deforming along the entire length of the strap and especially at the high back tab connecting region. The 
updated boundary conditions and load path with the new forward lockout system resulted in a much higher 
tensile load being transmitted to the strap than had ever been experienced by the current model or the older 
models, and analysis on this component had been overlooked during the design process. The high back tab 
and strap system is presented in Figure 77 while the strap connection is presented in Figure 78.  
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Figure 77. High back tab and strap post testing 
 
Figure 78. Focused strap with deformation. 
Although further testing on the strap could help to determine its mechanical properties and limits, 
realistically the strap deformation severely limits – if not disqualifies – this system from ever significantly 
increasing the stiffness of the Mad Jack Alpine model.  Additionally, due in large part to the deformation 
of the strap component, this forward lockout system design only showed a very small improvement in the 
overall stiffness of the system.   For this reason, other designs should be considered to increase the stiffness 
of the system to more closely match a traditional ski boot.   
Reflecting on the project, more time should have been spent evaluating the other components that were not 
being changed to allow for a better understanding of how these components would react to design changes.  
Due to a few areas of oversight regarding non-analyzed components (specifically the high back lockout 
strap) and the discovery of these issues in the week before senior project expo, the team was unable to 
achieve as high of a stiffness coefficient as desired while conducting the initial design verification process.  
The testing proves, however, that there is a clear need to develop a more robust forward lockout system 
that more closely replicates the feeling of a traditional ski boot by increasing the stiffness coefficient.  This 
new design should increase the empirically-derived stiffness coefficient to be at least 7.50 012'34567 , if not 
higher, to approach the baseline target value of traditional boot stiffness at approximately 12 012'34567 .  
Although the confirmation prototype was unsuccessful at significantly increasing the stiffness of the Mad 
Jack Alpine model to approach the stiffness of a traditional ski boot, further design changes could 
circumvent the issues that were encountered during testing while simultaneously increasing performance 
and stiffness. 
8. Design Iteration, Prototyping, and Verification 
After completing the initial product testing on the updated Mad Jack Alpine model at The Mountain Air 
and analyzing the collected data, it became clear that the design was seriously flawed and needed to be 
iterated.  Although this realization came late in the project timeline, there was enough time left to squeeze 
in a single round of design iteration for a refined model based on the lessons learned from testing.  
Possessing a new data-driven understanding of the system response, the team went back to the drawing 
board. 
8.1 Refined Design Iteration 
The load case experience by the Mad Jack system is known, and although the previous forward lockout 
mechanism sought to constrain the system by correctly counteracting the moment applied by the skier to 
the system, it did so by erroneously relying on a malleable component to behave as a rigid structure.  By 
drawing a simple free body diagram depicted in Figure 79, to represent the boundary conditions and load 
cases experience by the high back structure, it became clear that there were alternative methods of achieving 
the same effect using different components and mounting points. 
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Figure 79. Refined Mad Jack simplified free body diagram for mountain locations. 
The most structurally-sound components of the entire Mad Jack system are the foot plates and the high 
back.  These components are made with Delrin, a material with much higher mechanical properties than 
the more elastic strap that the previous system was connected to.  The Delrin exhibits very little material 
deformation at the anticipated load cases, and it became clear that these components should be leveraged 
more appropriately to facilitate an increase in system stiffness.  Furthermore, in a conversation with the 
project sponsors, it was discussed how – realistically – the cable providing tension for a forward lockout 
mechanism didn’t need to be adjustable because the high back only needed to release backwards for rear 
entry.  A rigid mounting point for the forward lockout cable would provide tension force when the lockout 
is fully engaged in ski mode, yet when the lockout is released for walk mode or rear entry the tensioned 
cable would simply go slack and allow for high back rotation.  By combining these two design concepts, 
the idea was developed to rigidly mount the forward lockout cable to the foot plate and high back, 
leveraging both the mechanical properties of the Delrin components and the intended operation of the 
system while maintaining the intellectual property of the product. 
The next question was where to mount the tensioned forward lockout cable to ensure proper system 
response and stiffness.  To develop this mounting position, the team looked to the backward lockout system.  
The backward lockout system had already been developed by Mad Jack Snowsports and is used on all of 
their current models.  According to the company, this system has never experienced any issues and 
withstands the expected loads encountered while skiing.  Assuming that a sufficiently stiff system 
experiences approximate static equilibrium while engaged (skiing), and that the high back experienced no 
deflection while rotating about its connecting point with the heel plate, the team used a simple moment 
equilibrium calculation to find the mounting point for the forward lockout cable.  This is demonstrated in 
Figure 80. 
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Figure 80. Refined Mad Jack simplified free body diagram for mountain locations. 
Additionally, because the loading remains constant along the load path, if the moment arm remains constant 
then system retains the ability to apply an equivalent moment.  Therefore, the mounting point for the 
forward lockout cable on the high back could be brought below the cable path for the backward lockout 
cable – applying the same moment to the system without interfering with the cable path and its tightening 
ability.  This is shown in Figure 81. 
 
Figure 81. Refined Mad Jack simplified free body diagram for mountain locations. 
Previously, when the backward lockout cable was engaged with the rachet mechanism, it was only the 
snowboard boot that provided a forward constraint when the system was ratcheted into place and tightened.  
Because of this, the ratcheting system only provided half of the stiffness usually associated with “ski mode”, 
while the other half was supposed to be provided by the snowboard boot.  With the implementation of the 
forward locking cable, however, the ratcheting system theoretically would actively tension the backward 
lockout cable, while simultaneously tensioning the forward lockout cable due to its rigid mounting position 
and the static response of the system.  This tightening process is far simpler than the previous design 
developed for this project, and theoretically would produce a significantly stiffer system. 
8.2 Refined Design Prototyping 
The refined model was manufactured in the Mustang 60 shop. The only manufacturing changes that had 
to occur for this system were changes to the cable routing and mounting location. First, holes were drilled 
into the side of the high back and the base of the heel plate using a #29 drill bit. A single cabling was then 
routed from the inside of the high back through the heel plate and back to the inside of the high back. The 
cable was then crimped on either end on the inside of the high back. Consistent with the previous design, 
the ankle strap mounting positions remained at their previously developed spots.  The workstation is 
presented in Figure 82 and the completed model with new mounting location is presented in Figure 83.  
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Figure 82. Workstation when creating revised Mad Jack model 
 
Figure 83. Revised Mad Jack model with side mounted cable. 
8.3 Refined Design Verification 
After the prototype was completed, the refined model was retested at The Mountain Air using the Custom 
Stiffness Testing method described above for both the previous updated model and existing Mad Jack 
Alpine model. Because of the apparent increase in stiffness, an additional torque increment was included 
in the testing, and each boot was tested twice to find an average angular displacement. The results for the 
testing are presented in Table 17. 
Table 17. Torque and angular displacement values for the refined Mad Jack model. 
Name: Burton Swath Name: Burton Moto 
Step Torque q1 q2 qavg Step Torque q1 q2 qavg 
lbf-ft Degrees Degrees Degrees lbf-ft Degrees Degrees Degrees 
1 25 2 3 2.5 1 25 3 2 2.5 
2 50 6 6 6.0 2 50 5 5 5.0 
3 75 9 10 9.5 3 75 7 8 7.5 
4 100 14 12 13.0 4 100 10 11 10.5 
5 125 18 16 17.0 5 125 12 14 13.0 
6 150 21 19 20.0 6 150 16 19 17.5 
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The results from these tests were then plotted to determine the stiffness coefficient of the refined Mad 
Jack Alpine model and compare the data to the current Mad Jack Alpine model.  This plot is shown below 
in Figure 84, where RMJ represents the Refined Mad Jack Alpine model, while MJ represents the current 
Mad Jack Alpine model. 
 
Figure 84. Torque versus angular displacement for reiterated and existing Mad Jack model. 
The results of the refined Mad Jack Alpine model testing produced stiffness values that were significantly 
more desirable than both the previous updated model and the current model.  The refined Mad Jack had a 
stiffness of 9.42 $%&'()*+,  and 7.05 $%&'()*+,  for the Burton Moto and Burton Swath, respectively, and the 
average stiffness coefficient for this system is 8.24 $%&'()*+, .  This is much more comparable to the 11.91 $%&'()*+,  of a traditional ski boot, and approaching the lower baseline value of 10 $%&'()*+,  expected for 
a low-stiffness traditional ski boot. 
These test results are very exciting for the project and suggest a robust direction for the future of Mad 
Jack development.  Because of its simplicity, this system is applicable for both the Alpine and Alpine 
Touring models and provides significant advantages in terms of user operation and performance.  
However, despite the system suggesting extremely promising results and benefits, there is still far more 
room for improvement and continued testing.  The team’s final thoughts for continued development are 
captured in the Conclusions and Recommendations sections 
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9. Project Management 
9.1 Major Project Deliverables and Deadlines 
The Final Design Review is the fifth and final major document that must be completed for this project. As 
the project progressed, this document was created by building upon previous deliverables. The major 
deliverables and main tasks associated with each deliverable are outlined in Table 18. All the deliverables 
have been completed at this stage of the project, and each deliverable added a significant portion to the 
living FDR document. The Gantt chart helped the team keep up with the smaller tasks between major 
deliverables. 
Table 18. Major deliverables 
Deliverable Necessary Tasks Due Date 
Scope of Work 
Technical and product research, problem 
statement, sponsor needs and wants, project 
plan 
2/1/2019 
Preliminary Design 
Presentation and Review 
Concept models and CAD, concept prototype, 
FMEA and safety analysis 
3/5/19 
3/8/2019 
Interim Design Review Detailed product design and analysis 4/11/2019 
Critical Design 
Presentation Critical 
Design Review 
Structural prototype, manufacturing plan 4/30/2019 5/3/2017 
Manufacturing and Test 
Review Poster All parts ordered, risk assessment, partial build 5/31/2019 
Confirmation Prototype 
Review Operator’s manual, complete build 10/22/2019 
Final Design Report 
Senior Project Expo Testing, Expo poster 
11/28/2019 
11/29/2019 
 
9.2 Gantt Chart 
The deadlines for the major deliverables were non-negotiable. However, the timeline for the individual 
tasks associated with each major deliverable was developed at the team’s discretion using a Gantt chart. 
This chart was subject to change as the project progressed, and it was difficult to visualize exactly how long 
tasks would take so far in advance. Accordingly, some minor adjustments were made throughout the year 
to create a more feasible and accurate timeline. Ultimately, the tool helped the team stay focused and on-
track, as well as see the bigger picture of the project.  See Appendix B for our completed Gantt chart. 
9.3 Design Process 
As stated in the objectives section, the project focused on three main elements: creating an Alpine Touring 
model within the appropriate ISO standards, redesigning the foot and shin pad for improved performance, 
and conducting stiffness testing on the existing and new models to determine an industry standard stiffness 
rating. Each element reached a different stage of completion by the end of the project.  
The refined Alpine model, a subset of the Alpine Touring model, was designed, prototyped, and tested to 
assess the design changes for the Alpine Touring model. These changes included the forward lockout 
mechanism and the higher ankle strap connection. Additionally, the dimensions of the Alpine Touring toe 
and heel plates were fully developed in CAD and verified using 3D printed models. These tests help to 
confirm ISO 9523 compliance of the Alpine Touring design; unfortunately, because full Alpine Touring 
boots require several proprietary components, a final production model could not be made, and the ISO 
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13992 standard could not be tested. Further sourcing of the materials and full manufacturing of the AT 
prototype must be carried out by the sponsor in the future.  
The integrated foot pad geometry was fully developed in CAD; however, different materials for the pads 
such as soft, injected molded plastics, must continue to be researched as additional parameters are defined. 
Preliminary research confirms that it is possible to injection mold the pads, but more specific research needs 
to be done as this component is developed further to meet the needs of the product. 
Finally, the stiffness testing and analysis was fully completed.  With the completion of the confirmation 
prototype at the end of the second quarter, the team focused primarily on this testing for the majority of the 
project’s third quarter.  This process was critical as the results had an immediate tangible impact on Mad 
Jack Snowsports’ current product and helped to verify (or debunk) the design decisions made in the team’s 
confirmation prototype. This focus guided the remaining project time, and helped to drive the major design 
iterations, improvements, and success at the culmination of the project. 
Overall, by focusing on these three design components, the team was able to produce a value-adding project 
for our sponsor. Although only one of the three tasks was completed in full, the sponsor now has the designs 
and direction for a new product, and the data to iterate and support their current one. 
9.4 Analysis 
To ensure our designs were adequate for confirmation prototyping purposes and ultimately skiing load 
cases, some FEA was conducted on the perceived critical elements of the design. These elements were the 
updated high back tab and the high back.  Ultimately, the high back tab analysis proved to be unnecessary, 
and the high back analysis should be recalculated to ensure an appropriate factor of safety with the updated 
strap and cable mounting locations. FEA of injection-molded pieces, including the toe piece and heel piece, 
were planned but not completed due to a lack of loading data.  
9.5 Purchases 
As stated in the manufacturing plan, the straps, buckles, pads, Dynafit inserts, fasteners, and GripWalks 
must be purchased for a fully-developed Alpine Touring model.  While the vendors for all the items have 
been determined, partnerships for proprietary purchases must be established by Mad Jack Snowsports.  No 
parts were purchased over the course of this project, and the budget for future development will be 
dependent on Kickstarter initiatives and success of the company. 
9.6 Construction  
Since injection molding is cost-prohibitive for prototyping purposes, the toe and heel plates used to test for 
ISO 9523 geometry compliance were 3D printed using one of Cal Poly’s 3D printers. Additionally, all 
materials used to manufacture the updated and refined Mad Jack Alpine models were excess material 
supplied by the sponsor.  Finally, all manufacturing and assembly was completed using the Cal Poly 
Machine Shops. 
9.7 Design Verification 
Design verification of both the updated Mad Jack Alpine model and the refined Mad Jack Alpine model 
iteration were completed during the third quarter of the project.  This verification occurred primarily at 
The Mountain Air in downtown San Luis Obispo using standard ski industry equipment. 
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10. Conclusion & Recommendations 
10.1 Conclusion 
The purpose of this document is to outline the final project design to present to our sponsor, Mad Jack 
Snowsports, for approval. The document contains all relevant research, objectives, qualitative and 
engineering parameters, deadlines, and appendixes necessary to define our project from our Scope of Work, 
in addition to the processes for design ideation, selection, analysis, manufacturing & assembly, design 
verification, and iterative design. 
  
Over the course of the past year, the team was able to successfully complete the following tasks: 
• Develop foot plate geometry to meet the ISO 9523 geometry standard 
• Research component suppliers for the toe and heel inserts (Dynafit) and lugged soles (GripWalk) 
• Generate a full CAD model of the of the Mad Jack Alpine Touring design with compliant geometry 
• Design, manufacture, and assemble updated Mad Jack Alpine model confirmation prototype for 
testing purposes with: 
o Forward lockout mechanism for increased system stiffness when engaged 
o Adjusted ankle strap mounting position for increased user ergonomics & load distribution 
• Industry-standard testing to verify system release from binding with appropriate applied torque 
o For ski boots, discovered inverse relationship between rated stiffness and release torque 
o For Mad Jack system, high-end snowboard boots make a difference in torque release values 
but are not as important as the system itself 
• Custom stiffness testing to compare average traditional alpine ski boot stiffness coefficient with 
average Mad Jack Alpine model stiffness coefficient 
o Average traditional alpine ski boot stiffness coefficient: 11.91 012'34567  
o Average current and updated Mad Jack Alpine model stiffness coefficient: 8.24 012'34567  
For this and other aspects of the product, the team has a few strong recommendations for how Mad Jack 
Snowsports could move forward with further development on both the Alpine and Alpine Touring models. 
10.2 Recommendations 
Although the refined Mad Jack Alpine model demonstrated a significant increase in system stiffness, further 
design improvements could bring the model closer to the stiffness of traditional ski boots.  Additionally, 
there are other tests and improvements to the testing methods that the team recommends to further flesh out 
designs and improve the quality of the collected data. These recommendations are captured below. 
10.2.1 Design Recommendations 
10.2.1.1 Forward Lockout Mechanism 
After completing testing on the updated Mad Jack Alpine at The Mountain Air and analyzing the collected 
data, it became clear that the forward lockout mechanism design was flawed. This prompted the 
development of the revised Mad Jack Alpine model. While the testing of this system was very promising, 
the team recommends creating bosses on the high back as a mounting system for the cable in order to 
improve system longevity. Conversely, the current mounting positions could be kept, and metal inserts used 
to prevent deformation of the mounting positions over the life of the product.  
10.2.1.2 Toe and Heel Plates 
While completing the boot/binding pull-out tests, it was apparent that the toe and heel plates were greatly 
deforming upon release. When the heel released from the binding, there was a significant amount of 
deformation in the plate interface before the toe plate would release. One solution could be to perform 
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dynamic and static analyses of topology optimization that could determine where to remove material to 
create a higher geometry-based stiffness. Additionally, a sheet metal component could be molded or 
fastened to add structure to the system. 
With regard to the toe plate, the mounting location of the front toe strap could potentially be integrated into 
the toe plate. This could potentially create issues with certain snowboard boots, but would eliminate the 
thin tabs that could break during use. Clearance for the rivet tool would need to be taken into consideration. 
10.2.2 Testing Recommendations 
There are several recommendations on testing to improve the accuracy of the results and data that would 
be valuable for design decisions.  
10.2.2.1 Improved Accuracy 
Improving the accuracy of current tests would yield better results. The biggest issues in accuracy was the 
simulated foot. Stiffness testing was done using the standard testing equipment depicted in Figure 85.  
 
Figure 85. Simulated rigid foot. 
While this testing equipment is used for determining ski settings, it is not the best to accurately determine 
stiffness of either ski boots or Mad Jacks. The team recommends using a prosthetic foot with a functioning 
ankle to better simulate the foot.  
Another area of improvement would to be to test angle ranges that are capable of ankles. This would give 
a stiffness value in the range of what is possible without injury to the user as well as see more expected 
load cases that would actually be seen while the product is being used. The iOS app Measure was used to 
measure the angle of deflection on the front of the boots, but only accurate to ±0.5°. Integrating an angle 
reader with a larger resolution for more accuracy and placing it along the midline of the test foot would 
give the best result.  
10.2.2.2 Additional Tests 
Additional testing that the team recommends taking place revolves around other components. Getting 
material properties and strength values for straps and buckles is recommended for a more complete 
understanding the maximum loads that the overall system and individual components will sustain. 
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10.3 Final Takeaways 
Overall, the team learned a lot over the last nine months and 3 academic quarters. This project was an 
exciting, challenging, and rewarding experience, and the team is happy to be have been able to provide Mad 
Jack Snowsports with valuable design iterations, feedback, industry information, and test data for them to 
continue their success. The team would like to thank Mad Jack Snowsports, Dr. Eltahry Elghandour, and 
The Mountain Air for the continuous support and assistance over the duration of the project. Figure 86 
presents the team at the senior project expo.  
 
Figure 86. Senior Project Expo with the team from right to left, Brannon Smudz, Gillian Stargensky, 
Maddie McCool, and Austin Gasbarra. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A. Quality Function Development (QFD) 
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Appendix B. Gantt Chart 
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Appendix C. Hand Calculations 
C.1 Front Lock Mechanism Hand Calculations 
Equation 1 is the axial deformation equation.  
 𝛿 = 𝑃𝐿𝐸𝐴 (1) 
Where 𝛿 is the axial deformation, 𝑃 is the applied load, 𝐿 is the length, 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus, and 𝐴 
is the cross-sectional area. Equation 2 and Equation 3 is the cantilever end load maximum displacement 
and slope respectively.  
 𝛿EFG = 𝑃𝑙I6𝐸𝐼 (2) 
 𝜃 = 𝑃𝑙L2𝐸𝐼 (3) 
Where 𝑃is the applied load, 𝑙 is the length, 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus, and 𝐼 is the mass moment of 
inertia.  
The front locking mechanism is modeled as a beam with rectangular cross-sectional area the area is 
defined as 𝐴 = 𝑏ℎ. The height is 0.17 inches and the width is 0.75 inches. 𝐴 = 𝑏ℎ	𝐴 = P0.17QRSP0.75QRS	𝐴 = 	0.1275QRT 
Mass moment of inertia is found using 𝐼 = UUL 𝑏ℎI. 𝐼 = 112𝑏ℎI	𝐼 = 112 (0.75)(0.17)I	𝐼 = 307.1(10'X)QRY 
The Young’s Modulus is 450 Ksi. [7] The length of the beam is 0.6025 to the first load and 0.48 inches to 
the end of the beam. We will now use Equation 1 to find the axial displacement. 
𝛿 = P100$%( 	+ 100$%( cos 45SP1.082QRSP0.1275QRTS(450000^_Q) 	𝛿 = 	0.00322QR 
Next Equations 2 and 3 will be used to find the maximum displacement and angle at the end of the beam.  
𝛿EFG = P100$%( cos 45SP0.6025QRSI6(450000^_Q) `307.1(10'X)QRYa		𝛿EFG = 0.0186QR	𝜃 = P100$%( cos 45S(0.6025)L2(450000^_Q) `307.1(10'X)QRYa	𝜃 = 0.0929bF* 
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Finally using the maximum deflection and angle at the first load location the remaining beam length, and 
axial deformation can be used to find the total deflection. This takes the form of Equation 4.  
 𝛿)c)F$ = 𝛿EFG + 𝜃(𝛿 + 𝐿b+EFQRQR,) (4) 
Where 𝛿)c)F$ is the total displacement, 𝛿EFGis the max displacement from Equation 2, 𝜃is the angle at the 
end of the beam from Equation 3, 𝛿 is the axial displacement from Equation 1, and 𝐿b+EFQRQR, is the 
remaining length of the beam, 0.48 inches.  𝛿)c)F$ = 0.0186QR + 0.0929bF*P0.48QR + 0.00322QRS	𝛿)c)F$ = 0.0635QR 
Thus, the total displacement is 0.0635 inches or 63.5 thou.  
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Appendix D: Drawing Package 
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Appendix F – User Manual  
This user’s manual includes instructions for product use and important safety information. Read this section 
entirely including all safety warnings and cautions before using the product. 
IMPORTANT: only apply Mad Jacks system when standing on firm, level ground to reduce the risk 
of slip or fall 
IMPORTANT: The Mad Jacks system is designed to be used for Alpine and Alpine touring skiing, 
which is an inherently dangerous activity that could result in injury or death.  The user of the system 
assumes all risks when participating in these activities.  Additionally, using the system for functions 
other than these specified activities increases the likelihood that the user could suffer serious injury 
or death. 
WARNING: only use Mad Jacks system with standard non double boa snowboard boot.  This system 
is not designed to be used with any other type of boot or shoe, and improper corresponding footwear 
worn by the user could result in severe injury. 
WARNING: always verify that all straps and lockout mechanisms are properly buckled and oriented 
prior to skiing with the Mad Jacks system.  For more information on proper buckling technique and 
orientation, please see below in the “Applying and wearing your new Mad Jacks” section. 
Using the Mad Jacks 
The following instructions include everything you need to know to use your new Mad Jacks ski boot 
system attachment. 
Applying and wearing your new Mad Jacks: 
Follow these directions to integrate your snowboard boot into the Mad Jack system 
1. Find secure, level ground to apply Mad Jack system, set system on ground 
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2. Release all straps and locking mechanisms. Release the swinging high back backwards so that 
it becomes parallel with the foot plate and the boot is in “open” position. Move all straps so 
that they are out of the way of foot plate section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Step onto foot plate section such that the toe of snowboard boot contacts the toe strap 
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4. Fold high back up into “closed” position so that it is roughly parallel to user’s leg
 
 
5. Apply and tighten ankle strap to constrain boot securely in system, VERIFY THAT ANKLE 
STRAP IS TIGHT AND SECURELY CONSTRAINS BOOT IN SYSTEM 
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6. Apply and tighten shin strap to constrain shin securely in system  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Loosen toe strap, adjust angle such that strap is perpendicular to the toe and heel plates. MAKE 
SURE THAT STRAP COMPLETELY COVERS TOE OF SNOWBOARDING BOOT, 
securely tighten in new orientation 
8. Tighten high back lockout mechanism until sufficiently tight 
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9. Ski! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maintenance: 
As a product that is regularly exposed to extreme temperatures, high forces, and cyclic loading, it is important 
that the owner of the Mad Jacks system regularly inspects the product for signs of wear or damage.  To maximize 
the lifetime of the Mad Jack system, always store the Mad Jacks out of direct sunlight and in a dry environment, 
in addition to practicing gentle handling practices such as setting the system down gently on the ground and not 
smashing the product against itself or other components during transport 
Replacing or Repairing Parts: 
If any sign of system breakage such as rust, cracking, or improper buckling action is observed, please contact 
your nearest Mad Jack distributer to have the product properly repaired by certified technicians.  Mad Jacks 
prides itself on a simple design strategy, and therefore replacement parts are available for the user to purchase at 
the Mad Jack official website and complete the repair themselves; however, all risk of repairing or replacing any 
parts independently of a licensed Mad Jack dealer is assumed by the undertaker of the repair and Mad Jacks is 
not liable for any malfunction of a component that has been replaced by the user. 
 
